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ABSTRACT  

 
This dissertation is a compilation of three essays that analyze price dispersion in an online 

retail marketplace.  Price dispersion is a measure of the variation in prices that sellers charge 

for products.  Online price dispersion has been thoroughly analyzed in the past decade as it 

has numerous implications for firm pricing strategy as well as consumer welfare.  Chapter 1 

of this dissertation offers a literature review of price dispersion research, and discusses key 

explanations as to why this phenomenon exists on the web.  Also, a literature review of shop-

bots is presented as they are similar to online marketplaces and form the basis of the three 

studies.  Chapter 2 is the first study, and it establishes the existence of price dispersion in 

online marketplaces and offers a comparison with price dispersion in shop-bots.  It is 

determined that online marketplaces may have less variation than on shop-bots, yet the price 

dispersion is still high.  Chapter 3 is the second study and it explains much of the dispersion 

found in the online marketplace through differences in seller service quality and seller 

reputation. A seller’s reputation was found to be the key contributor to variation in the online 

marketplace hence, study 3, which is chapter 4 of this dissertation, employs an experimental 

approach designed to offer a perspective of buyers and sellers to determine why price varies 

with reputation and if consumers value the reputation score.  It was determined that buyers 

prefer sellers with strong long run reputation scores more than sellers with strong short-term 

reputation scores.  Based on these reputation scores sellers want to try to offer a higher price 

than consumers are willing to pay, and sellers think that a strong score conveys higher levels 

of trust than buyers believe.  This mismatch between how sellers think consumers respond, 
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and how the consumers actually respond could be another driver of price dispersion online.  

A discussion of the implications of these research studies is offered in Chapter 5.    
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CHAPTER 1  
 

AN OVERVIEW OF PRICE DISPERSION 
 

Introduction to Price Dispersion 

It is been stated that “one of the most significant attributes of online markets is the low cost 

of consumer search” (Harrington & Leahey, 2007, p. 111). The advent of the Internet has 

brought with it a new medium, which has fundamentally changed the way many companies 

do business and how many consumers behave.  The Internet was supposed to make 

consumers better off by creating an environment with numerous sellers all competing to 

create numerous low priced options for products of all types (Bakos, 1997). Bailey and 

Bakos (1997) went as far as to hypothesize that prices would converge very quickly on the 

web and a “law of one price” would prevail, which would force all retailers to sell products at 

the lowest possible price.  However, as described in this dissertation, this is certainly not the 

case.  Sellers are offering the same products not at a single price, but at a very wide range of 

prices online. Additionally, those numerous competitors who were supposed to give 

consumers better deals through increased choice and price competition have had the 

unpredicted effect of overwhelming consumers with options, which in the end leads to 

potential for price discrimination by online retailers (Grover, Lim, & Ayyagari, 2006).  

The expectation and failure of the Internet to dramatically reduce prices and force companies 

to compete solely on price has led to extensive research in the area of price dispersion 

(Bailey, 1998; Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000; Tang & Xing, 2001; Clay & Tay, 2001; Bayliss 

& Perloff, 2002; Lee & Gosain, 2002; Brown & Goolsbee, 2002; Pan, Ratchford, & Shankar, 
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2003; Ancarani & Shankar, 2004;  Grover et al., 2006; Venkatesan, Mehta, & Bapna 2007; 

Akimoto & Takeda 2009; Pan, Ratchford, & Shankar 2009).  Such research asks a 

fundamental question: why do retailers charge different prices for the same products? 

 Numerous researchers have tried to determine why sellers to offer such different prices 

online. Factors such as: the nature of the competitive environment, the nature of the seller 

themselves (be they pure online sellers, click and mortars etc.), or as will be highlighted in 

this research, the service that these sellers offer, have been analyzed to determine if they are 

significant predictors of this effect known as price dispersion (Pan et al., 2009). While many 

researchers have found significant effects of these factors, few rule out the presence of 

discriminatory pricing online (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002).  Hence, an understanding of price 

dispersion has numerous implications for firm price strategy and consumer welfare.  The next 

section highlights the importance of this research. 

The Importance of Price Dispersion Research 
 

The formal definition of price dispersion is “the distribution of prices of an item with the 

same measured characteristics across sellers of the item at a given point in time” (Pan, 

Ratchford, & Shankar, 2004, p. 117).  Pan, Ratchford, and Shankar (2004) note numerous 

reasons for the prominence of price dispersion research.  The first and most fundamental is 

the pragmatic consideration of access to high quality current data, which identifies the prices 

that retailers are charging at a given time.  Previous research has noted that obtaining price 

quotes from traditional retailers is an arduous and difficult task (Sorenson, 2000).  For 

example, if a researcher attempted to identify dispersion for a product being sold throughout 

the United states, they would have to obtain price quotes from all (or at least a sample) of 
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physical stores.  The time required for such an endeavor creates questions in terms of the 

accuracy of results since retailers could be changing the prices for that product repeatedly 

during the time the study is taking place.  Such concerns appear to have led researchers who 

compare online sellers to physical ones tend to choose traditional stores in a very limited 

geographic area such as a single city (Ancarani & Shankar, 2004).  In contrast to 

measurements of traditional retailers, price quotes of online retailers can be found very easily 

online through shop-bots such as Bizrate.com.   

With these data sources, researchers are given the opportunity to gather prices for online 

retailers at the same exact time, something that has been shown to increase validity for 

research concerning price dispersion (Pan et al., 2004).  In addition to these advantages, by 

drawing the data from an online source, price comparisons of identical products instead of 

similar but somewhat differentiated products.  Also, examinations of price dispersion can 

include items which boast a wide array of consumer involvement from cars, to books.  Price 

dispersion research can also help investigators understand whether the Internet actually does 

provide gains in informational efficiency that researchers initially predicted (Bailey & Bakos, 

1997; Bakos, 1997). 

Price dispersion has been found to be substantial online (Baye, Morgan, & Scholten, 2004a; 

Ancarani & Shankar 2004) and it has implications for numerous areas relevant to marketing 

such as the modeling of consumer search and purchasing behavior, managerial pricing 

decisions and public policy (Baye, Morgan, & Scholten, 2003; Ratchford, Pan, & Shankar, 

2003).  It also has been a research area of importance for marketing, economics as well as 

information systems literature (Baye, Morgan, & Scholten 2004b).  It is crucial that online 
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retailers understand the drivers of price dispersion so they can focus on the necessary areas to 

improve their competitiveness.  Key findings in terms of price dispersion research includes: 

price dispersion on the Internet continues to persist; retailer service quality may explain the 

variance in online prices in certain cases, and the transaction channels provided by a retailer 

and level of competition in the market impact price dispersion (Venkatesan, et al., 2007).   

Price Dispersion Theory 
 
As will be highlighted in this section, price dispersion in physical markets was explained 

with relative ease and consistency as it depended largely upon the closeness of a retailer to its 

competitors, and the burden of additional search costs that this distance creates for 

consumers.  The supposed absence of these search costs in online markets is the primary 

reason why many expected prices on the Internet to converge and the theories used to explain 

price dispersion in physical markets were applied to online markets.  Hence, a review of 

these theories is offered. 

  Search Costs and Asymmetric Information 
 
The fundamental economic drivers of price dispersion are search costs, asymmetrically 

informed consumers and product heterogeneity (Pan et al., 2004). These factors appear to 

explain price dispersion relatively well in traditional markets. Physical locations of retail 

stores create a significant search cost for consumers who were seeking the lowest price on a 

certain product.  From a theoretical perspective, when consumers are perfectly informed and 

faced zero search costs, the bertrand model of price competition shows that prices will be set 

at marginal costs.  In this type of environment, there would be very little to no price 
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dispersion.  In order for prices to increase above this point, some level of search costs and/or 

lack of information must be present (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000).   

These search costs may take many forms. Stiglitz (1989) identified three distinct consumer 

search costs that are founded on incomplete information: time and effort of finding stores that 

carry the products and the prices they charge, information concerning the product’s quality, 

and finding a suitable replacement when products are imperfect substitutes.  Some buyers 

will exert more effort in obtaining this information and find a lower price while others will 

not and incur a higher price (Pan, Ratchford, & Shankar, 2002).  Hence, it has been implied 

that price dispersion is a natural outcome of these search functions (Grover et al., 2006). 

Because of this, retailers are given some freedom in the realm of pricing in their physical 

stores due to information asymmetry and the presence of search costs that their proximity to 

consumers creates.  These search costs lead at least some retailers to increase their 

profitability.   

Discrimination and Opportunistic Pricing 
 
Consumer search costs which stem from the physical locations of retailers is  a fundamental 

source of price dispersion as it leads to discriminatory and opportunistic pricing designed to 

appeal to consumers’ time-preferences and desire to reduce these costs. It has been shown 

that sellers may engage in opportunistic behavior because consumers are imperfectly 

informed, information is costly to obtain and sellers set prices to leverage consumer 

heterogeneity in both information and search costs (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000).  This 

shows that consumer search costs are related to seller decisions pertaining to pricing strategy.   

It has been asserted that asymmetric information explains variability in prices because sellers 
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attempt to extract extra profits from uninformed consumers (Williamson, 1985).  Hence, 

information asymmetry leads to opportunistic behavior, and this translates into risk for 

consumers as it could be causing them to pay higher prices. 

Previous research has shown that firms might indeed be charging informed and uninformed 

customers different prices (Salop & Stiglitz, 1977) an effect which has been dubbed the 

tourists and natives model (Carlton & Perloff, 2000).  Uninformed consumers have a positive 

cost for searching for the lowest-price firm, which leads them to observe only a single price 

before they buy.  Informed customers have no search costs and observe all prices before a 

purchase.  Uninformed consumers purchase from sellers randomly and sellers can charge 

high prices while targeting uninformed consumers whereas sellers who focus on selling to 

both informed and uninformed customers generally charge lower prices.   

There are other more indirect forms of price discrimination described by economic models.  

Stokey (1981) shows that when a firm is targeting consumers with heterogeneous taste, it is 

optimal for a monopoly firm to market a new durable product at a relatively high price and 

decrease it over time.  This will allow the firm to charge different prices to consumers based 

on when they are willing to purchase.  Price discrimination has not been ruled out as a driver 

of price dispersion on the web (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002).  However, it is possible that 

retailers are varying their prices not to take advantage of consumers, but to stay competitive 

in their market.   

Retail Pricing Strategy and Price Dispersion 
 
Economic theories also show that price variations among oligopolistic firms could be the 

result of mixed pricing strategies or other strategic behavior.  Research papers concerning 
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strategies used by oligopolistic sellers show that companies may offer sales and discounts not 

with the intent of taking advantage of consumer search costs, but as a way to compete with 

other firms (Shilony, 1977; Varian, 1980).  This theory shows that sellers will be in a cycle of 

price decreases and increases as the firms try to undercut each other through discounts and 

gain greater profitability by charging higher prices, hence, these models show varying and 

unstable prices over time.  This phenomenon has been dubbed a random pricing strategy. It 

has been shown that online retailers may be employing mixed strategies to set high prices at 

certain times and lower prices at others, and it is quite possible that price dispersion is the 

result of random pricing strategies by retailers (Chen & Hitt, 2003). This explanation for 

price dispersion was considered to be invalidated by Baylis and Perloff (2002).  These 

authors note that they saw none of this type of pricing behavior in their sample (which 

followed online firms over time).  However, there was support for this in other studies 

(Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2001; Chen & Hitt, 2003), who found that the firms offering the 

lowest prices change extensively over time.  There still appears to be no consensus 

concerning the impact of non-discriminatory pricing strategy in the literature.    

Randomness 
 
Price dispersion could be the result of random noise that is present in an immature market.  

Early studies indicated that this is the source of the varying prices online (Brynjofsson & 

Smith, 2000). In this instance, dispersion would reduce as the market slowly reaches 

equilibrium.  There were some researchers who thought that this was a key reason for 

dispersion online, however Baylis and Perloff (2002) as well as later research (Pan, et al., 

2009) noted consistent dispersion years after the commercialization of the Internet; hence it 
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is unlikely that the effect is random.  This has led many researchers to focus on firm level 

characteristics to explain price dispersion, most notably, the differences in service that the 

sellers provide. 

Service Differentiation 
 
Price dispersion could reflect differences in service among sellers.  This would indicate a 

form of product heterogeneity due to their entanglement with the services offered.  While the 

physical product could be the same, the service attached to it varies according to sellers 

(Grilliches, 1961; Chow, 1967).  In this instance, firms that provide higher levels of customer 

service should also offer a price premium to offset the costs, and those with lower levels of 

service would charge lower prices.  Indeed, this explanation appears to be very popular 

among price dispersion researchers.  One author (Varian, 2000) predicted that online we 

would find two major groups of online sellers, those with high service and high prices and 

those with low service and low price with little in between.   There is conflicting evidence 

concerning how much of an impact service differentiation has on online price dispersion, but 

there appears to be a consensus that it is indeed a driver of price variation (Venkatesan, et al., 

2007, Pan, et al., 2009). 

Below, figure 1-1 shows the drivers of price dispersion in physical markets: 
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Figure 1.1 - Price Dispersion in Physical Markets 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

This figure presents an overview of the drivers of price dispersion in physical markets.  As 
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argued that e-markets should benefit buyers by reducing search costs (Bakos, 1997; Bailey & 

Bakos, 1997). Others have found that despite the relative ease of obtaining price, product and 

retailer information online through usage tools such as search engines, those costs are still 

significant since consumers still have to outlay a degree of time and effort (Du, 2004).  Other 

researchers have demonstrated that consumers pay higher prices as search costs become more 

expensive (Robert & Stahl, 1993).   

When existing price dispersion theories were first applied to online markets, the key 

considerations was the absence of physical retailer stores. The Internet removes the physical 

distance between retailers, which is the primary source of consumer search costs.  Because of 

this, researchers expected consumer search costs to be almost non-existent online (Bailey & 

Bakos, 1997; Bakos, 1997).  The absence of search costs removes the foundation for price 

discrimination as well as most non-discriminatory pricing strategies.  This is what led to the 

notion that the only types of retailers that would succeed online are low service retailers with 

low prices and high service retailers with somewhat higher prices (Varian, 2000).  Below, 

figure 1.2 highlights the expected impact of the Internet: 

Figure 1.2 - Expected Impact of the Internet on Price Dispersion 
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Without the distance between retailers and the search costs consumers incur as a result, the 

only plausible explanation for price dispersion online was seller differentiation.  However, as 

will be described in detail in the next section, there are numerous drivers of price dispersion 

on the web, and there are certainly consumer search costs that add to this variation in price. 

Empirical Studies Concerning Price Dispersion 
 

Empirical studies concerning online price dispersion have been extensive in the past decade.  

Initially, researchers sought to verify that price dispersion was indeed lower online.  

However, it was found in numerous studies that dispersion is not lower online, if not higher.  

Hence, researchers sought to explain this dispersion using seller characteristics and 

differentiation.  When the results of this analysis were mixed, researchers moved on to 

explanations of online price dispersion using market level factors and consumer behavior.  

The current research focuses on these factors as well as analysis of shop-bots, which will be 

discussed in later sections. An in depth review of price dispersion literature is offered as it 

forms a foundation for the research studies in this dissertation.  Figure 1.3 below offers an 

overview of the evolution of online price dispersion research.  Detailed information is then 

offered throughout this section. 

Figure 1.3 – Overview of Price Dispersion Research 
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Online vs. Offline Price Dispersion 
 
Due to the expectation of the Internet to display minimal price dispersion, researchers 

attempted to prove this through comparison of online versus offline dispersion.  The first 

empirical study concerning online price dispersion was conducted by Bailey (1998).  This 

author sought to compare the Internet Market with the traditional one to determine which was 

more efficient.  The author chose to analyze Books, CD’s, and computer software, which are 

products are still prevalent in many price dispersion studies today.  Pricing information was 

taken from both Internet-based and traditional retailers.  Bailey then determined that there 

was just as much dispersion among online retailers as there was with traditional stores and 

that the prices were actually higher online.  However, this could be expected because the 

Internet at that time could easily be perceived as an immature market, there were very few 

well-known online retailers and there was little competition. 

Other authors attempted similar comparisons.  When analyzing prices during the same time 

period as Bailey’s (1998) study, Clemons, Hann, and Hitt (2002) analyzed prices for airline 

tickets and found that price dispersion was in fact higher online.  Erevelles, Rolland, and 

Srinivasan (2001) looked at the vitamin market and analyzed multiple types of retail formats: 

online, drug stores, discount retailers, supermarkets and warehouse stores.  They found that 

dispersion was higher in the online market than all other traditional retail store formats.  The 

average price was also higher online, even for private label brands.  Brynjolfsson and Smith 

(2000) looked at books and CD’s, and found that price dispersion was smaller online and that 

prices were lower online after controlling for market share.  This gave credence to the notion 

that price dispersion and high prices were the result of the Internet’s lack of maturity and that 
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prices were beginning to converge and drop.  Lee and Gosain (2002) analyzed CD’s among 

nine Internet retailers and five national traditional retailers and found that the average 

percentage price difference was not smaller online than offline.   

Clay, Krishnana, Wolff, and Fernandes (2002) studied the prices of books online vs. offline 

and found that the averages prices were the same; however they noted that they found a 

significant amount of dispersion online.   Brown and Goolsbee (2002) analyzed comparison 

shopping of life insurance over five years and found that price dispersion increased with the 

introduction of Internet search sites, but then decreased over time.   

Ancarani and Shankar (2004) performed research that has shed greater light on the online vs. 

traditional format dispersion analysis.  The authors analyzed the differences in price 

dispersion based on the retail channel(s) that the sellers offer their goods through.  They 

found that without shipping price pure online retailers have the lowest price, followed by 

multichannel and traditional retailers.  However when shipping costs are accounted for, 

traditional retailers have the lowest price followed by pure online and multichannel retailers.  

The range of prices is highest for online retailers but they have the smallest standard 

deviation, multichannel retailers have the largest standard deviation. 

The results of these studies exhibit the existence of price dispersion on the web.  These 

studies also established that the price dispersion observed online is at least as large if not 

larger than traditional markets.  However, it was asserted that the Internet will become a 

more competitive market as it matures as is evidenced by work from Ancarani and Shankar 

(2004) and Brown and Goolsbee (2002). This assertion led to research designed to determine 

if online price dispersion decreases over time. 
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Temporal Price Dispersion 
 
Baylis and Perloff (2002) conducted some of the first published Internet based studies 

designed to question the notion that online retailers are varying their price according to levels 

of service and if price dispersion changed over time.  The authors note in their paper that in 

an environment where consumers can easily shop for products and compare sellers and their 

prices online, the most prominent of the outcomes should be a perfectly competitive market 

where a single price prevails. They also assert that if the markets were not perfectly 

competitive we should see numerous firms attempt to undercut competitors, so that firms’ 

price-rankings vary over time.  Also, there was an expectation that there will be a trade-off 

between price and services (some firms would charge higher prices to offset the cost of 

customer service, return guarantees etc.).  However, research performed previous to Baylis 

and Perloff’s (2002) study noted relatively extensive price dispersion online falsifying the 

first expectation.  The authors then focused on undercutting and the tradeoff between price 

and services.  Interestingly, they found that the firms kept their prices consistent over time 

(high price firms kept their prices high and low price firms kept their prices low).  They 

expected to find that sellers were charging different prices based on the service that they 

offered.  They did find this result, however it was not in the nature they expected.  The 

authors discovered the presence of numerous firms with high levels of service and low prices 

as well as firms with low levels of service and high prices.   Concerning dispersion over time, 

it was determined that prices changed numerous times but did not converge, and that the 

distribution of prices was essentially constant.   
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Baye et al., (2004b) analyzed 36 consumer electronics over a period of 18 months.  The 

authors obtained data from shopper.com and found that variation in price actually decreased 

over time.  They attribute this to the product life cycle effect (Varian, 1980) as opposed to the 

maturation of the Internet.  

Pan, et al., (2009) analyze price dispersion among online retailers during the four key eras: 

Boom, Shakeout, Restructuring and Mature periods of the Internet.  Their study analyzed 

products from numerous categories from a variety of sellers.  The authors find that dispersion 

drops sharply from the boom to the shakeout period but then rises steadily throughout the 

restructuring and mature periods eventually returning to the boom levels.  This shows that 

price dispersion is still quite persistent.  They show that online price dispersion has not 

declined with the maturing of the Internet as some of postulated it would.  

Based on the findings from these studies, it can be concluded that online price dispersion 

is a persistent phenomenon across categories and over time despite the fact that the Internet 

has matured for over a decade.  The persistence of price dispersion led to research that 

focused on indentifying the drivers that create it. 

Retail Channels and Price Dispersion 
 
Some researchers decided to go above and beyond analyzing dispersion purely upon the basis 

of pure online retailers versus traditional retailers. The following researchers investigated 

multichannel retailers to determine their levels of price dispersion and compared them with 

other types of retailers.   

Tang and Xing (2001) compared multichannel retailers with online retailers to determine if 

there was a difference in their prices.  They analyzed DVD’s sold by retailers in Singapore.  
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They found that on average multi-channel retailers sold the products at a price 14% higher 

than online retailers and that price dispersion among pure online retailers is less than half that 

of multichannel retailers, they offered no theory to ground their findings.  

Ancarani and Shankar (2004) analyzed CD’s and books and found that multichannel retailers 

had a higher average price than online retailers regardless of shipping costs.  Pan et al. (2003) 

also found that multichannel retailers generally have lower price dispersion than pure online 

retailers.  This is contradictory to Tan and Xing (2001) but consistent with Ancarani and 

Shankar (2004). 

Pan et al. (2002) found that multichannel retailers have a higher price in equilibrium.  Also, 

by analyzing apparel, gifts, flowers, health and beauty, as well as office supplies, they 

discovered that multichannel retailers consistently have higher prices even after controlling 

for retailer characteristics.   

Pan et al. (2009) shows that pure online retailers have greater dispersion than mixed sellers in 

all phases of the Internet except the boom period, and they attribute that to the fact that most 

multichannel retailers were not online during that time.  The authors concluded that multi-

category contact has a consistently negative and significant impact on price dispersion in all 

models across all time-periods.  

Based off this research, the notion that multi-channel retailers charge higher prices than pure 

online retailers can be reasonably generalized.  Additionally, it is found that shipping charges 

are a major source of price dispersion and should be considered in analysis if possible.   
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Service Quality 
 
Service quality is an oft analyzed driver of price dispersion. Seller heterogeneity has been a 

very popular research area in online price dispersion.  Pan et al. (2002) found that better 

service is often correlated with lower prices.  Ratchford et al. (2003) and Pan et al. (2003) 

had very similar results in their studies.  They found that the service quality of online 

retailers is generally not the key source of observed price dispersion and it is acceptable to 

use unadjusted prices for dispersion research.  Baylis and Perloff (2002) demonstrated that 

highly rated firms had lower prices and firms with low ratings had high prices.   

Pan, et al. (2009) found that service attributes are mostly significant in the boom and 

shakeout periods but are barely significant in the restructuring and mature periods.  This 

means that service differentiation is actually having a diminished impact on prices over time.  

The authors offer two pieces of logic to support this.  First, they cite the fact that in a market 

with quality differentiation and imperfect info, the player with the lower quality and lower 

price makes greater profits (Jing, 2007).  Hence, in the long term, online retailers do not have 

much of an incentive to improve their service levels as long as they maintain a minimum 

threshold.  Because of this, it is quite possible that service differentiation could be much 

narrower in the mature stage of Internet retailing and online retailers are less likely to be able 

to leverage higher quality service to higher prices.  Additionally, it has been shown that 

price-matching guarantees have become more popular, credible and inexpensive signaling 

tool for online retailers with service differentiation.  Hence, increased competition has led 

more online retailers to take a lower service and lower price position and compete less 

through service excellence (Moorthy & Zhang, 2006).  Pan et al. (2009) found lower 
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variance of online retailer service ratings in later time-periods, which helps support these 

views.   

Reputation 

A key form of seller differentiation is the reputation of the seller.  Third party certification 

had a strong positive impact on price in the boom period of the Internet (Pan et al., 2009).  

This suggests that actual shopping experience and other information such as customer 

reviews have become more important determinants of trust in online retailer quality.  

Consistent with these findings, Nielsen (2007) has noted that peer reviews are now viewed as 

trustworthy information and play a critical role in online shopping (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 

2006).  These peer reviews will be analyzed more closely in studies two and three, however 

at this point, it can be concluded that reputation is likely a driver of price dispersion. 

Information Overload 

Grover et al. (2006) went above and beyond the previous empirical research and added a 

consumer behavior perspective to the existing research in order to explain price dispersion 

online.  They look at the impact of information overload and equivocality as explanations as 

to why the Internet may not necessarily reduce search costs and price dispersion.  

Information equivocality will be explored in greater depth in study three of this dissertation.  

For now, the concept of information overload will be expanded upon as it is an interesting 

source of price dispersion. 

Information overload exists when more information than the required info exists and creates 

a cognitive burden on the receiver, (Hiltz & Turoff, 1985) and it occurs when the number of 

alternatives increases (Lee & Lee, 2004).  Malhotra (1982) has demonstrated the 
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dysfunctional effects of information overload when consumers are given more than nine 

purchasing alternatives.  Hence, there is a negative relationship between the number of 

alternatives presented to consumers and how consumers value each alternative; this leads to 

lower decision effectiveness (Keller & Staelin, 1987).  Grover et al. (2006) used these 

theories to base their empirical analysis, which included an analysis of markets with large 

amounts of competitors and markets with few competitors.  They did indeed find that 

information overload has a positive effect on price dispersion in e-markets.  This research has 

remained uncontested in the literature and it is actually supported through analysis of market 

characteristics.  Hence, it is assumed that information overload is a driver of price dispersion.    

Market Characteristics 
 
There are numerous market characteristics that could have an impact on price dispersion 

including the number of competitors in the market and the popularity of the product being 

sold (Venkatesan et al., 2007). Overall market characteristics are significantly related to price 

dispersion among online.  It was found that the number of competitors is negatively and 

significantly related to price in the boom period but the effect is positive in all other periods 

of the Internet.  Pan et al. (2009) touch on but do not explicitly discuss the notion of 

information overload, which has been found to create a burden on consumers (Grover et al., 

2006).  With only a few competitors, there was fierce price competition.  However now that 

the Internet is so crowded with numerous sellers of each product, coupled with the fact that 

consumers cannot analyze all of them efficiently, more sellers will attempt to charge higher 

prices while some keep them low (Pan et al., 2009).  
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One price dispersion perspective focuses on market characteristics such as average price, 

competing firms, and time.  The increase of competition, facilitated by the ease of entry into 

e-markets has been shown to affect price dispersion (Gielens & Dekimpe, 2001).  Ba and 

Pavlou (2002) believe that the effects price premiums are more profound for expensive 

products as opposed to inexpensive ones.  Pan et al. (2002) discovered the influence of 

number of competitors on price dispersion, but could not attribute price dispersion to stages 

in the product life-cycle.   

International Online Price Dispersion Research 
 
Clay and Tay (2001) analyzed online price dispersion of text-books from more of a global 

perspective by looking at nine online bookstores in the US, Canada, UK and Germany.  They 

found significant dispersion in all countries, and noted that dispersion in the United States 

was the highest.   

Akimoto and Takeda (2009) analyzed price dispersion of electronics specifically in Japanese 

markets, and found significant dispersion there.  They also look at dispersion in stages of the 

product life cycle and find that in earlier stages, dispersion increases and then decreases in 

later stages.  They also look at price changes and find they are larger in earlier stages of the 

PLC and that the lowest price changes with high frequency. 

Summary of Empirical Research 

Based on the empirical research concerning price dispersion, the following model (Figure 

1.4) is offered to describe why the phenomenon persists on the web: 
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Figure 1.4 – Price Dispersion in Online Markets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is much different then what was expected from price dispersion researchers.  Seller 

differentiation is still a contributor to price dispersion. However, contrary to expectations, 

consumer search costs continue to be an issue.  This has been attributed to the high number 

of sellers on the web.  The raw number of sellers makes it difficult not just for consumers to 

find each one, but to evaluate them as well.  Hence, there are still plenty of opportunities for 

firms to engage in price discrimination and other pricing strategies.  Additionally, numerous 

market level forces have been identified as drivers of dispersion and key seller factors such 

as reputation and website quality have been discussed in addition to service quality. 
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that highlight the drivers of price dispersion.  A summary of the major online price dispersion 

research in the past decade is offered in table 1.1 below: 

 

TABLE 1.1 - Summary of Online Price Dispersion Empirical 
Research 

 

Authors Focus Key Findings 

Bailey (1998) 
Compare Online Price 

Dispersion with Physical 
Market Price Dispersion 

Price Dispersion is not lower online 

Brynjolfsson &  Smith 
(2000) 

Compare Online Price 
Dispersion with Physical 
Market Price Dispersion 

Price Dispersion is higher online.  Analyzed 
Books and CD's 

Clay, Krishnana, and 
Wolff (2001)  

Explain Online Price 
Dispersion using Seller 

Factors 

Found intra category differences in price 
dispersion when looking at bestselling 

books versus other books 

Erevelles, Rolland, & 
Srinivasan (2001)  

Compare Online Price 
Dispersion with Physical 
Market Price Dispersion 

Price Dispersion is higher online (vitamins) 
when compared to supermarkets, drug 
stores, warehouse stores and discount 

retailers 

Bayliss & Perloff 
(2002) 

Explain Online Price 
Dispersion using Seller 

Factors 

Shows that using cross sectional data is 
appropriate.   Also finds that there are many 
sellers with good service and low prices and 

those with bad service and high prices. 

Lee and Gosain (2002) 
Compare Online Price 

Dispersion with Physical 
Market Price Dispersion 

Price dispersion is not lower online (CD's), 
but dispersion may be impacted by the type 

of product. 

Clay, Krishnana, 
Wolff, and Fernandes 

(2002)  

Compare Online Price 
Dispersion with Physical 
Market Price Dispersion 

Price Dispersion same online vs. offline 
(Books).  Seller differentiation effect small 

and inconclusive. 

Clemons, Hann, and 
Hitt (2002)  

Compare Online Price 
Dispersion with Physical 
Market Price Dispersion 

Price Dispersion is higher online (Airline 
Tickets) 

Pan, Ratchford, and 
Shankar (2002) 

Compare Multi-Channel 
Retailer Price Dispersion with 

Single Channel Online 
Retailers 

by analyzing apparel, gifts, flowers, health 
and beauty, as well as office supplies, they 

found that multichannel retailers 
consistently have higher prices than online 

retailers. 

Pan, Ratchford and 
Shankar (2003) 

Online Price Dispersion 
trends over time 

Analyzed consumer electronics as well as 
books and CD's over time.  They discovered 
price dispersion dropped in November 2001 

but rebounded in February 2003.  
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TABLE 1.1 - Summary of Online Price Dispersion Empirical 

Research (Continued) 
 

 

Authors Focus Key Findings 

Ancarani and 
Shankar (2004) 

Compare Multi-Channel 
Retailer Price Dispersion 

with Single Channel Online 
Retailers 

Found that without including shipping price 
pure online retailers have the lowest price, 
followed by multichannel, and traditional 

retailers.  However when shipping costs are 
accounted for traditional retailers have the 
lowest price followed by pure online and 

multichannel retailers.   

Baye, Morgan, and 
Scholten (2004a) 

Explain Online Price 
Dispersion using Seller 

Factors 

Analyzed (through regression) costs, 
reputation, awareness and trust and found that 
these factors together only account for 17% of 
the variation in price of consumer electronics.  
Also found that price dispersion persists over 
time lending greater credence to use of cross-

sectional data. 

Baye, Morgan, and 
Scholten (2004b) 

Explain Online Price 
Dispersion Using Market 

Factors 

Showed once again that price dispersion for 
consumer electronics was persistent over time.  

Also, found that there was a lower level of 
price dispersion for products sold by a large 
number of competitors and those which are 

popular among consumers.   

Grover, Lim and 
Ayyagari (2006) 

Explain Online Price 
Dispersion through 

concepts of Information 
Overload and Information 

Equivocality 

Determined that price dispersion could be 
caused by an overload of information brought 
on by having too many sellers as well as the 

equivocality of product information. 

Venkatesan, Mehta 
and Bapna (2007) 

Explain Online Price 
Dispersion using Seller 

Factors 

Analyzed 8 product categories and found a 
statistically significant positive effect between 

service quality and price. they assert that 
service quality is indeed used as a differentiator 
and is used by online retailers to charge a price 

premium.   

Akimoto and 
Takeda (2009) 

Explain Online Price 
Dispersion Using Market 

Factors 

These authors analyze price dispersion of 
electronics in Japanese markets and found 

significant dispersion there.  They also look at 
dispersion in stages of the product life cycle 

and find that in earlier stages, dispersion 
increases and then decreases in later stages. 

Pan, Ratchford and 
Shankar (2009) 

Online Price Dispersion 
trends over time 

Found that online price dispersion is persistent 
over time and that service factors are having 

less of an effect as the Internet matures.   
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It can be seen that price dispersion is a significant area of research.  Early studies (Bailey, 

1998; Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000; Erevelles et al., 2001; Lee & Gosain, 2002; Clemons et 

al., 2002) establish that price dispersion is significant on the web.  Future studies sought to 

explain this phenomenon.  Bayliss and Perloff (2002) cite price discrimination as a likely 

cause.  Some pointed to seller differentiation as a driver of price dispersion (Baye et al., 

2004; Pan et al., 2003). Others focused on the nature of the retailer and found that 

multichannel retailers have higher prices than Internet-only retailers (Pan et al., 2002; 

Ancarani & Shankar, 2004).  Finally market level forces are being analyzed and are 

considered by some to be significant causes of price dispersion online (Venkatesan et al., 

2007; Pan et al., 2009).   

While there may be some disagreement concerning the root causes of price dispersion on the 

web, the research has been evolving over time and with each driver identified, researchers are 

coming closer to the creation of a comprehensive model of online price dispersion.  

However, there are others who have focused their research on specific online markets that 

should theoretically boast minimal dispersion.  These researchers have been analyzing shop-

bots and that research is described in greater detail in the next sections.   

Shop-bots and Online Price Dispersion 
 
Shop-bots are defined as “automated tools that allow for customers to search for prices and 

product characteristics from online retailers at the click of a button” (Smith 2002, p. 446).  

With them, customers can search for a given product and then be presented with numerous 

retailers who offer the product through their own website.  They function as market 

intermediaries that provide consumers with a great deal of information (Haynes & 
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Thompson, 2008) and enable consumers to view the prices of numerous online sellers in a nearly 

costless fashion (Harrington & Leahey, 2007).  There is a significant number of consumers 

whom employ shop-bots (Iyer & Pazgal, 2003).   

A wide array of shop-bots have been studied including: dealtime.com (Smith & Brynjolfsson, 

2001), nextag.com (Haynes & Thompson, 2008), kelkoo.com (Baye & Morgan, 2001), 

shopper.com (Baye et al., 2004b), and pricewatch.com (Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  Beyond 

direct study of shop-bots themselves, some shop-bots, such as Bizrate.com, are used by price 

dispersion researchers as a source of data for studies of retailers across the web (Pan et al., 

2004).   

The most profound reason for the interest in shop-bots among price dispersion researchers is 

that shop-bots were once assumed to be a driver of decreased search costs on the web (Smith, 

2002).  Theories of information economics dictates that the proportion of consumers who are 

aware of all potential online retailers of a product should affect dispersion by reducing 

searching costs, which should inhibit high prices by e-tailers (Pan et al., 2004). Numerous 

studies have cited the potential of shop-bots to reduce customer search costs, as well as 

prices and price dispersion as a result (Smith & Brynjolfsson, 2001; Brynjolfsson & Smith, 

2000; Nelson, Cohen, & Rasmussen, 2007; Garfinkel, Gopal, & Tripathi, 2008; Haynes & 

Thompson, 2008; Harrington & Leahey, 2007, Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  However, the 

empirical research employed by these authors failed to find reduced prices and price 

dispersion in shop-bot marketplaces.  Such findings are in direct contrast to expectations due 

to the fact that shop-bots clearly display prices from sellers across the web. One author noted 

that the fact that significant price dispersion has been found on shop-bot websites is “…one 
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of the most curious empirical findings to emerge from the recent research on e-commerce” 

(Haynes & Thompson, 2008, p. 460). 

Why Price Dispersion Exists in Shop-bot Markets 
 
A review of the shop-bot literature has revealed four potential explanations for price 

dispersion in these markets.  They are: differences in costs, seller differentiation, consumer 

usage of shop-bots as well as product obfuscation and bait and switch strategies.  These 

explanations are discussed below. 

Differences in Costs 
 
With huge numbers of sellers found on the Internet, there are no doubt differences in their 

supply, handling, wage, and rent cost, not to mention the inventory costs and discounts 

associated with the amount of products and the number of product models held by each seller 

(Haynes & Thompson, 2008).  There is some grounding in theory with this explanation.  For 

example, Carlson & McAffe (1983) presented a model of price dispersion based off 

heterogeneous costs.  However, the cost differential explanation has two severe issues, the 

first being the fact that it is difficult to verify through empirical research.  Lack of access to 

supply side information is a fundamental weakness of most price dispersion studies (Pan et 

al., 2009), and this includes shop-bots. In fact to the knowledge of this author, there have 

been zero published empirical research studies concerning price dispersion that include any 

relevant retailer cost data.  In addition to this, while online retailers likely do have different 

levels of costs, it is very unlikely that they could stay in business very long unless some 

consumers were paying higher prices for some reason or another.  This leads to the next 

explanation of price dispersion in shop-bot markets. 
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Seller Differentiation 
 
While product prices are readily available, the service quality of a retailer is difficult to 

establish and describe on a shop-bot (Smith, 2002). Despite the pricing pressure that shop-

bots exert over retailers, well established sellers such as Amazon.com can entice shop-bot 

customers to make a purchase even if they do not have the lowest price (Smith & 

Brynjolfsson, 2001; Clay et al., 2002).  The fact that some retailers can charge price 

premiums on the web due to better services and brand names is not particularly surprising, 

but the fact that users of shop-bots purchase from them is since it was expected that shop-bot 

users would be extremely price sensitive.   

A key driver of this consumer choice has been found to be based on non-contractible services 

which are difficult to enforce, such as shipping time, that are signaled through established 

brands.  This has been highlighted by research performed by Smith and Brynjolfsson (2001).  

Interestingly they do find many consumers (about 27% of their sample) choose offers with 

higher prices and longer shipping times, 45% of which do so if the offer comes from a well-

established brand name such as Amazon, Borders or Barnes and Noble.  Overall, 27% of 

their sample chose offerings from one of these three retailers whether they offered the lowest 

price or not.   This highlights not just sensitivity to issues like delivery, but to brands as well.  

Hence, it has been asserted that differentiated branding and service quality are drivers of 

price dispersion in shop-bot markets.  However, there are other reasons why retailers charge 

different prices on shop-bots. 
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Obfuscation and Bait and Switch 
 
Retailers avoid pricing pressure from shop-bots through price discrimination, bait and switch 

as well as obfuscation tactics (Smith, 2002).  An oft noted cause of price dispersion in shop-

bot markets is the presence of obfuscation, which when combined with consumer search 

costs leads some consumers to pay above marginal cost (Haynes & Thompson, 2008).  

Finding hidden fees for advertised products is an anomaly not limited to shop-bots but in the offline 

world as well (Harrington & Leahey, 2007). There are many retailers who can differentiate 

through price discrimination, bait and switch and obfuscation strategies (Smith, 2002).  

Ellison and Ellison (2009) define obfuscation as: “an action that raises search costs and/or the 

fraction of consumers who incur search costs” (p. 430).  Obfuscation strategies have been 

found to be rampant in shop-bots.  Sellers use numerous strategies such as bundling low 

priced offerings with unattractive service such as very high restocking fees, not listing 

product prices at all on the website, forcing consumers to call the retailer, bundling expensive 

add-ons to the product which the consumer is forced to view and unclick during the ordering 

process, incredibly expensive shipping costs,   

While shop-bot consumers are using the tool because they exhibit a high degree of price 

sensitivity, there is also evidence to suggest that online retailers who charge high prices also 

tend to provide less product information on their websites so consumers cannot easily 

compare their products with those sold at other retailers (Pan et al., 2003).  For example, 

retailers using shop-bots could post a low price for the product only to show consumers that 

it is currently out of stock when they get to the website.   

Another form of obfuscation, and what has been regarded as a weakness of shop-bots, is that 

the shop-bots may provide inaccurate information.  Some of the information on shop-bot 
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sites is out of date and some do not include all the fees and shipping costs, which can add to 

the total price (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002).   

Seller differentiation as well as the unscrupulous behaviors described can do much to create 

higher prices in shop-bot markets.  However, the final reason identified for dispersion in 

these markets has to do with consumer behavior, not the actions of retailers. 

Consumer Usage 
 
Interest in shop-bots grew as it was becoming more prevalent that the Internet was not 

pushing down prices online as well as findings that showed that consumer search intensity 

was surprisingly low in online markets (Johnson, Moe, Fader, Bellman, & Lose, 2004). 

However, it was expected that shop-bot users would thoroughly scan the market for the 

lowest prices.  Interestingly, Baye et al. (2003), found that few shop-bot users actually search 

extensively and that the most often clicked on what of the first three offers that were given in 

the search results.  This means that as long as retailers were listed highly in the search, they 

would have a much higher likelihood of making a sale no matter what prices they charge.  

This research was performed nearly a decade ago, and it is likely that consumers are using 

shop-bots more rigorously now.  However, without any empirical evidence to the contrary, it 

must be assumed that there are consumers who are not thoroughly analyzing search results on 

shop-bots.   

Summary of the Drivers of Price Dispersion in Shop-bot Markets 

Research price dispersion in shop-bot markets has yielded numerous interesting results.  

While the notion of seller differentiation is a common theme with price dispersion research 

concerning sellers across the web, many expected shop-bot users to be extremely price 
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sensitive and rigorous in their search behavior.  This assumption was found to be false.  In 

absence of the ability to engage in price discrimination in shop-bot markets, some retailers 

seemed to employ other disingenuous activities, specifically, product obfuscation and bait 

and switch.  The drivers of price dispersion in shop-bot markets are summarized below in 

figure 1.5: 

Figure 1.5 – Drivers of Price Dispersion in Shop-bot Markets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The drivers of price dispersion on the web and on shop-bot markets are well established.  As 

will be described in the next section, there is a type of market on the web which functions in 

a similar fashion to shop-bots, however, they do not boast the issues that run rampant in 

shop-bot markets, hence the dispersion found in this type of market is expected to be lower.  

This market is an online marketplace, and it is described in the next section. 
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Online Marketplaces vs. Shop-bots 
 

Shop-bots appear to have the necessary components to foster price competition: a collection 

of numerous sellers and easily viewable price information for the specific product the 

consumers is searching for.  They are tools that were supposed to mitigate price dispersion by 

creating lists of sellers’ prices, shipping and inventory status.  Such clearly identified and 

sorted information should allow for an easier comparison of online retailer offerings, thus 

creating greater price competition and lower price dispersion (Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  

However, due to their key weaknesses, the potential for obfuscation, bait and switch, among 

other things, they have not had the intended effect of reduced price variation. 

Among all of the retailers, products, services and information present on the Internet; there 

have spurned subcategories of the online shopping world dubbed online marketplaces.  In the 

most prominent of these marketplaces, owned and operated by the largest online retailer, 

Amazon.com, all potential sellers for a product are listed along with the prices they charge, 

the service they offer, and all orders are placed in a standardized format.  As will be 

described in this research, such an environment is quite similar to what most thought the 

Internet as a whole would be due to its easily viewable information concerning prices and 

quality of sellers.  Hence, if there is a specific type of market on the web that should boast 

low levels of price dispersion, it should be an online marketplace.    

Description of Online Marketplaces  

Despite the fact that shop-bots have not successfully diminished price dispersion, there is a 

type of market which functions similarly to them, these are online marketplaces.  The model 
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for these marketplaces used to describe them in this dissertation is the Amazon.com 

Marketplace. 

Amazon.com operates the world’s largest Internet marketplace.  While the Amazon.com 

Marketplace is similar to a shop-bot in its ordering of retailers and prices, sellers on the 

marketplace will only come up in a search if they are offering the same exact product that the 

consumer is searching for.  This removes the ability of sellers on the marketplace to 

discriminate bait and switch and obfuscation strategies that have been found in previous 

research (Ellison & Ellison, 2009). 

Amazon.com requires that all sellers that are offering a specific product have it in stock, and 

shipping fees are all easily visible and accurate, while other authors have found that the 

information found on shop-bots have serious inaccuracies (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002).  If the 

seller does not have the product in stock when the consumer makes a purchase, then that 

customer is entitled to a refund and the seller may be penalized by Amazon.com.  Sellers on 

the Amazon.com marketplace do not necessarily have their own websites. Clicking on a 

seller takes shoppers to a page owned and managed by Amazon.com, and sellers are 

responsible for ensuring information on their pages is accurate.  Due to these checks for 

consistency and potential penalization from Amazon.com, the data gathered from 

Amazon.com’s marketplace should be more reliable than data obtained from shop-bots. 

The Amazon.com marketplace is an environment where sellers are collected in an easy to 

view format and are organized by price.  The ordering process is standardized by Amazon; 

however, sellers are free to choose how, when and to what capacity they perform the service 

of delivering the product to the consumer, which leads to potential for seller differentiation 
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which has been known to cause dispersion in shop-bots (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000) and 

across the web (Pan et al., 2004).  All sellers for a specific product are viewable by 

consumers.  Sellers are given the opportunity to display other products that they have for 

sale, but this is done in a standardized format within the parameters of the Amazon.com 

website, which allows for very little differentiation.  All transactions are processed by 

Amazon.com.   

This type of environment seems to foster price competition and should severely mitigate 

price dispersion.  However, there could be some questions in the motivation behind having a 

marketplace within Amazon.com.  For example, some may say that since Amazon is a 

retailer themselves, that they are merely using the marketplace to draw customers to the 

website.  Additionally, some may question just how prominent sales are on this marketplace.  

Amazon.com is an extremely prolific and profitable firm, and they can attribute their success 

in large part to their marketplace sales.  From 2006-2008, over 25% of Amazon.com’s unit 

sales have come from marketplace sellers.  The sales made by marketplace sellers generally 

yield a high profit for Amazon.com as well (Amazon.com, 2008).  This shows that 

Amazon.com is both a substantial force in the Internet retailing arena and that there are a 

significant amount of sales from their marketplace.  This also highlights the fact that Amazon 

actually does not mind having other retailers sell their products to customers because 

Amazon.com still obtains a profit about the same as much as they would get by selling the 

products themselves. Hence, Amazon appears to be an appropriate source to determine 

whether or not dispersion exists in online marketplaces.   
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Similarities between Shop-bots and Online Marketplaces 

While Amazon.com is surely a powerful force in online retailing, the marketplace format 

should be compared with shop-bots since shop-bots are well established in research and 

marketplaces are not.  To begin this comparison, screenshots are offered for the Amazon.com 

marketplace and an oft research shop-bot, Bizrate.com.  They are shown in figures 1.6 and 

1.7 respectively: 

Figure 1.6 – Amazon.com Marketplace Example 
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Figure 1.7 – Bizrate.com Example 

 

Visual inspection of both shop-bots and the marketplaces show some striking similarities. 

There appears to be a large, diverse offering of sellers.  The sellers are easily viewable along 

with the prices they charge for the product.  Price information is given in ranges from highest 

to lowest on both sites as well to give consumers an idea about what the product costs.  Both 

also offer a reputation mechanism that provides consumers an indication of the seller’s 

service quality.  Visuals of the product are also offered.  Close inspection of each seller on 

both the marketplaces and shop-bots indicate that there are variations in shipping times at 

both. Hence, at first glance, these markets seem outstandingly similar; however there are 

numerous key differences between them.   
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Differences between Shop-bots and Marketplaces 

While prices are offered for each seller in both, the online marketplace and shop-bot market, 

the Amazon.com marketplace requires sellers to preset shipping prices and make them 

readily available.  Next to each price on the marketplace is the exact price for shipping.  

Sellers must charge this exact price, whereas shipping prices in shop-bots have been found to 

be inaccurate (Ellison & Ellison, 2009). 

Sellers on the Amazon.com marketplace are required to meet a minimum level of service.  If 

at any time, any seller does not perform the service they specify, the customer can contact 

Amazon.com who will refund the customers money and penalize the seller (Amazon.com, 

2009).  Such a comprehensive quality assurance has not been noted in previous research 

concerning shop-bots and has not been discovered through analysis of major shop-bot sites 

by this author. 

While both offer reputation mechanisms to convey a seller’s quality level, Amazon.com only 

allows for actual customers of the seller to post a review.  On shop-bot websites, the 

reputation mechanism allows for any consumer to post reviews without checks to determine 

if the consumer ever purchased anything from them.  This could be one of the reasons why 

shop-bots have been noted to be providing largely random information in previous research 

(Bayliss and Perloff, 2002).  This is not to say that the Amazon.com reputation mechanism is 

perfect, there is still potential for self-selection bias among other factors which could impact 

the validity of reputation scores, however assuring that only customers can review sellers 

could very likely create more accurate measure of a sellers service quality. 
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All sellers in shop-bot markets operate their own websites.  They use the shop-bot as a 

mechanism to draw consumers to their sites.  However, this is not the case in the 

Amazon.com marketplace.  There is the possibility that the sellers in this marketplace have 

their own websites however, it is not required, and even if the seller does have their own 

website, there is no direct link for it anywhere in the Amazon.com marketplace.  

Due to the fact that sellers cannot sell products through their own websites by using the 

marketplace, Amazon.com standardizes all ordering.  All orders are processed through 

Amazon.com, whereas on shop-bots there is no standardization as all consumers who click 

on a seller are taken to the seller website.   

Consumers who go to the Amazon.com website first must search for a product before they 

view the marketplace.  Amazon.com has a very precise and extensive description of the 

products it sells.  See example in figure 1.8 below: 

Figure 1.8 – Amazon.com Marketplace Product Details Example 
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Sellers who are offering the listed product must sell that exact product to consumers.  If they 

do not, consumers can both rate the seller poorly and receive a refund from Amazon.com.  

As noted previously, Amazon.com will then penalize the seller.   

When put together, the lack of an actual website for sellers (or at least access to their 

websites), standardized processing of orders, in-depth product descriptions, and penalization 

for not meeting quality standards removes the potential for bait and switch as well as 

obfuscation.  Without the ability to deceive consumers, or boast their own websites to make 

ordering difficult, firms simply cannot engage in these behaviors.  The lack of bait and 

switch as well as obfuscation alone should reduce price dispersion in the Amazon.com 

marketplace. 

Table 1.2 below offers a summary of the comparison between shop-bots and the 

Amazon.com retail marketplace: 
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Table 1.2 Amazon.com Marketplace vs. Shop-bot Markets 

  Shop-bot Retail Marketplace 

Organization of Sellers? 
Retailers from across the web 

are compiled on the website.   

Sellers participating in 

marketplace are compiled on 

the website.   

Price Information? 
All product prices are easily 

visible 

All product prices are easily 

visible 

Variation in Shipping 

times 
Yes Yes 

Shipping Prices 

Generally not available as 

many retailers alter shipping 

prices based on customer 

location 

Readily available as they are set 

without regard to customer 

location 

Quality Guarantee None 

Yes. Provided by Amazon.com, 

minimum levels of service are 

required and seller is penalized 

for not complying 

Seller operated websites 
Yes. All sellers on shop-bots 

operate their own websites 

Maybe. Some sellers on 

marketplaces do have their own 

websites, but they cannot be 

directly accessed by the Retail 

Marketplace 

Reputation Mechanism 

Some Shop-bots offer third 

party certification and the 

ability for any consumer to 

rate the quality of retailers 

Consumers can view reputation 

scores which are offered by 

previous customers of seller.  

Those who have not purchased 

from a seller cannot rate them.   

Potential for 

obfuscation? 

Yes. There is little to prevent 

product obfuscation on the 

part of sellers 

No.  All price quotes are 

accurate, shipping cost is set by 

seller when product is posted.  

Potential for bait and 

switch 

Yes.  There is no mechanism 

on shop-bots which assure 

that a product is in stock or if 

a seller is really offering the 

product 

No.  Buyers are offered no direct 

link to Sellers websites even if 

they have them.  Also, if a seller 

posts a product they must ship it 

in specified time or they are 

penalized by Amazon.   

Product Descriptions 

Limited or absent from shop-

bots, must go to retailer site 

for full description of product 

Described by Amazon.com 

thoroughly before entering 

marketplace. 
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The key similarities between these markets, which are conducive to price competition as well 

as the absence of key issues that are prevalent for shop-bot websites, are the reasons why 

price dispersion in online marketplaces will be examined in depth in this dissertation.  As the 

final portion of this chapter, an overview of these studies is offered. 

Overview of Studies 

The three studies in this dissertation focus on online retailer marketplaces.  The first study 

establishes that there is significant dispersion in these marketplaces, the second seeks to 

explain it, and the third study uses an experiment to offer insights concerning how buyers and 

sellers respond to reputation scores. 

As noted earlier in this chapter, much of the early work concerning online price dispersion 

focused on establishing the existence of price dispersion on the web as well as comparing 

this dispersion with traditional markets.  Subsequent research focused on explaining price 

dispersion through seller characteristics such as service levels and reputation. Consumer 

behavior literature was also examined to further explain the presence of consumer search 

costs.  Current price dispersion research is focusing on market level factors as well as 

dispersion in shop-bots.  Figure 1.9 provides an overview of the research studies presented in 

this dissertation: 

Figure 1.9 – Overview of Studies 
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compare this 
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These three studies follow the literature stream of online price dispersion.  First, online 

marketplaces are analyzed to determine what levels of dispersion exist and a comparison is 

offered with the dispersion found in shop-bots.  Once the levels of price dispersion have been 

established, it is explained primarily through difference in sellers in study 2.  Study three 

offers consumer theory and employs an experimental approach to further analyze the effect 

of seller reputation.  Additionally, a seller perspective is offered, which fills a major gap in 

the online price dispersion literature as there are currently no studies that analyze seller 

formulation of price and how this could impact price dispersion.  Study one compares the 

price dispersion in an online retail marketplace with that of a major shop-bot.  The key 

purpose of this study is to compare these two markets to determine which has lower prices 

and lower levels of dispersion.  Due to the increased seller accountability for posted 

information, visibility of preset shipping prices, and prevention of obfuscation and bait and 

switch that are prevalent for shop-bots (Ellison & Ellison, 2009), it is expected that 

dispersion would be lower as well as average prices.  It is found that after product 

obfuscation and bait and switch are accounted for, price dispersion and prices are indeed 

lower on the Amazon.com marketplace.   

Despite the fact that there is less dispersion on the Amazon.com marketplace, there still 

appears to be significant variation in price in the market.  The fact that there is significant 

dispersion in such a market in the apparent absence of product obfuscation and bait and 

switch, leads to the assertion that seller differentiation could be a significant factor.  It is 

found that seller differentiation, and in particular, seller reputation factors explain 

approximately 40% of price dispersion among various consumer electronics in the 
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Amazon.com marketplace.  While price discrimination and market level forces could still 

have an impact on dispersion in this type of market as it has in other online markets (Bayliss 

& Perloff, 2002; Pan et al., 2004; Venkatesan et al., 2007), the proportion of price variation 

explained by seller differentiation found here is significantly higher than what was found in 

dispersion research studying sellers across the web (Pan et al., 2009).  This highlights the 

notion that online marketplaces could be more efficient than other markets studied, and 

shows that with improvements in control and adequate reputation mechanisms, shop-bots as 

well as the Internet as a whole could indeed become what others have expected (Bakos, 

1997; Bailey & Bakos, 1997). 

Concerning reputation, Amazon.com has a relatively unique measure of reputation that 

shows summaries of customer reviews not just over the seller’s lifetime or year, but in the 

past 30 days as well.  In the third study of this dissertation, the multidimensional nature of 

these reputation systems is further analyzed in an experimental setting to determine the effect 

on consumers.  Additionally, a cognitive tuning perspective is employed to determine how 

sellers use these reputation scores when making pricing decisions and whether or not there 

are differences in the value sellers see in these ratings versus the value consumers see in the 

ratings.  It is determined that year long reputation scores have a greater impact on consumer 

levels of trust in a seller, the price they are willing to pay for a product from a seller, and the 

seller they ultimately choose to buy from.  Furthermore, sellers who view their reputation 

scores before formulating prices want to charge higher prices than consumers are willing to 

pay and there is some evidence that shows that consumers do not trust highly rated sellers as 

much as sellers believe they do.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 

A COMPARISON OF PRICES AND PRICE DISPERSION 
LEVELS BETWEEN SHOP-BOTS AND ONLINE 

MARKETPLACES 
 

Abstract 
 

Previous research concerning price dispersion has analyzed price levels in physical stores, 

on the web and in both physical and online international markets.   Contrary to expectations, 

it has been shown that there is significant price dispersion online. However, there is no 

empirical research which analyzes price dispersion in an online retail marketplace.  In such 

a setting, search costs for consumers are dramatically reduced, and potential for profitability 

while employing a price discrimination strategy is almost non-existent due to standardized 

selling formats, visibility of all competitors and their prices, as well as scant opportunity for 

seller differentiation.  In such a market, theory dictates that prices should be very competitive 

and fall within a narrow range; hence there should be minimal price dispersion.  This 

research analyzes 10 different electronics products on the Amazon.com marketplace to 

determine whether or not there is significant dispersion in this type of market. In addition, a 

shop-bot is analyzed to determine which market has greater dispersion. Compelling evidence 

is found which indicates that online marketplaces have potential to reduce price dispersion 

and average prices. 
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Introduction 
 

In the past decade, there have been numerous empirical studies concerning online price 

dispersion (Bailey, 1998; Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000; Tang & Xing, 2001; Clay & Tay, 

2001; Bayliss & Perloff, 2002; Lee & Gosain, 2002; Brown & Goolsbee, 2002; Pan et al.,  

2003; Ancarani & Shankar, 2004;  Grover et al., 2006; Venkatesan et al., 2007; Akimoto & 

Takeda, 2009; Pan et al., 2009) and shop-bots (Smith & Brynjolfsson, 2001; Brynjolfsson & 

Smith 2002; Nelson et al., 2007; Garfinkel et al., 2008; Haynes & Thompson, 2008; Ellison 

& Ellison, 2009).  Online price dispersion research is important as it is an indicator of market 

efficiency (Pan et al., 2004), has implications for consumer search and purchasing behavior 

as well as managerial pricing strategy and public policy (Baye et al., 2003; Ratchford, Pan & 

Shankar, 2003).  Studies have consistently found high levels of price dispersion on the web 

for numerous reasons (Pan et al., 2009).  There were many who expected that shop-bots 

would mitigate this dispersion due to the organization of sellers and clear information 

concerning the prices they charge (Smith, 2002; Pan et al., 2004).  However, research 

concerning shop-bots concludes that there are serious issues with them, which prevent 

reductions in price dispersion (Ellison & Ellison, 2009). 

Online marketplaces function in a similar fashion to shop-bots.  However, due to the design 

of online marketplaces, they do not boast the same weaknesses of shop-bots.  It is the goal of 

this research to determine the levels of price dispersion that exists in Online Marketplaces 

and to compare this dispersion to levels found in shop-bots. 
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Hypothesis Development 

It has been stated that shop-bots reduce buyer search costs by up to 30-fold compared to 

telephone based shopping, and even more than that when compared to actually visiting retail 

stores (Brynjolfsson and Smith, 2000).  Shop-bots list information for both well-know and 

lesser-known retailers and have the ability to rank them in terms of price or shipping time.  

Despite these reductions in search costs, shop-bots have been shown to display high levels of 

variation in terms of price, delivery times and product availability (Smith & Brynjolfsson, 

2001). 

Previous research concerning price dispersion has noted that many online retailers seek to 

take advantage of consumers through various tactics including price discrimination, bait and 

switch as well as product obfuscation (Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  It has been asserted that 

these tactics increase price dispersion online (Pan et al., 2004).  Price discrimination has been 

empirically tested in previous literature and has found to both present and a key contributor 

of online price dispersion (Bayliss and Perloff, 2002).    This research identifies the price 

dispersion found on price-bots and empirically tests the levels of price dispersion by 

comparing the levels found there to the dispersion in an online marketplaces.  This is 

particularly interesting not just for the measurement of price dispersion in price-bots but also 

because online marketplaces boast the strengths of shop-bots, but do not carry the potential 

for product obfuscation and bait and switch tactics which distort prices and confuse 

consumers.  Also due to the fact that sellers do not have their own websites in online 

marketplaces, the risk of discrimination and bait and switch strategies are removed, which 

should also lower price dispersion (Ellison & Ellison, 2009).   
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 Since it has been established that shop-bots have high levels of price dispersion and key 

contributors to price dispersion such as bait and switch tactics and product obfuscation 

strategies are rampant in shop-bots yet absent in online marketplaces, the following 

hypothesis is offered: 

Hypothesis 1: Price dispersion is higher on shop-bot websites than on Online 

Marketplaces 

Iyer and Pazgal (2001) show in their research study that shop-bots do not necessarily lower 

prices on the web.  Some retailers could offer low prices to informed consumers who are 

searching for the lowest price, while others could choose not to be part of a shop-bot and 

would charge high prices to their loyal (uninformed) customers.  What makes the online 

marketplace so interesting is that all sellers operating in it are part of the search function.  

Hence there should be a greater focus on price competitiveness which results in lower price 

dispersion (Bakos, 1997) and lower overall prices (Bailey & Bakos, 1997).  Due to these 

dramatically reduced search costs and the presence of nearly perfect information, theory 

dictates that prices should be set at or very close to marginal costs as highlighted by the 

bertrand model of competition (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000).   

The dysfunctional impact of bait and switch as well as product obfuscation has been noted in 

previous research (Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  Many companies could show extremely low 

prices on the shop-bot website only to: not really offer the product on their website, not show 

any prices or different prices for the product on their website, offer used/refurbished items 

instead of new ones, or attempt to charge multiple different prices for the same product.  All 

of these forms of obfuscation and bait and switch could result in sellers offering lower prices 
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on the shop-bot website, only to be really charging higher prices or not offering the product 

in the stated condition at all.   

In light of these key differences between shop-bots and marketplaces it is expected that 

average prices will be lower on the online marketplace.  Hence the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2:  Average prices are higher on shop-bot websites than on online 

marketplaces 

Websites used for Comparison 

The Amazon.com Marketplace will be used in order to test the dispersion in the online retail 

marketplace format.  Amazon.com is the world’s largest online marketplace, the company 

boasts multibillion dollar profits and a significant amount of their revenue comes from online 

marketplaces (Amazon.com, 2008).  They offer guarantees that ensure that all posted 

information from sellers are accurate, including prices, shipping times, product stock, and 

shipping time (Amazon.com, 2009).  These guarantees as well as the absence of seller 

websites eliminate the ability for sellers to engage in bait & switch as well as obfuscation.  

Hence, data from the Amazon.com marketplace will be collected and used for analysis. 

Most shop-bots require retailers to pay a fee to be listed on searches.  This can create biased 

results as it adds an additional cost that low-cost low-price providers would not want to pay 

(Smith, 2002).  In effect, the barrier imposed by a listing fee has the potential to remove 

those sellers who offer the lowest prices.  Hence, in order to offer a comparison of shop-bots 

versus online marketplaces a shop-bot that relies on a model of advertising has been selected 

for analysis.  A shop-bot with this type of revenue structure does not require fees that could 
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increase prices. A shop-bot with this type of revenue model is Google Product Search Shop-

bot.  

The Google Product Search Shop-bot is described by the firm as a fast, powerful, and 

unbiased product search engine. It differs from traditional shop bots in that retailers wishing 

to list their product do not pay a fee for doing so.  Sellers must simply submit product 

information to Google to be listed in the results.  Google makes revenue from this search 

using adwords, the same method for their traditional search results.  Google also uses 

specialized software to search the web for retailers who offer the any specified product.  In 

addition there are no preferred sellers on Google Product Search Shop-bot.  Users may search 

for only new or used products and can sort results by price (Google Product Search FAQ, 

2009).  Figure 2.1 below offers an example of search results found by using Google Product 

Search Shop-bot: 

Figure 2.1 – Google Product Search Sample Results List 
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Due to the fact that Google Product Search Shop-bot and Amazon.com are both run by 

powerful, established online firms, and that their design fits very well into the category of 

online marketplace and shop-bot respectively, these websites were chosen for sources of data 

collection.  

Methodology 
 

Data Collection 
  
While price dispersion is clear as a concept, there have been numerous differing approaches 

to its measurement.  Empirical studies have analyzed variance, standard deviation, range, the 

difference between two lowest prices (price gap), and the difference between the average 

price and the lowest price (Pan et al., 2004).  There are strengths and weaknesses with each 

approach.   Table 2.1 below summarizes the key measures of price dispersion examined in 

the literature: 

Table 2.1 – Major Measures of Price Dispersion 

Measure Pros Cons 
Standard Deviations* and 

Variances (Ancarani & 
Shankar 2004; Pan et al., 

2004) 

Takes into account all 
variation 

Should not be used as DV 
in regression, may yield 

different results 

Range (Pan et al., 2004) 
Insight into high and low 

values 
Ignores everything in the 

middle 

Two lowest prices (Baye et 
al., 2004a) 

In a competitive market only 
the lowest price matters 

Does not account for seller 
differentiation 

Difference in average price 
and lowest price (Baye et 
al., 2003; Pan et al., 2003; 

Ratchford et al., 2003) 

Gives insight into relative 
prices 

No major weaknesses 
discussed in literature 

*Method employed for this study 
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Ranges only analyze extreme observations and offer no insight into all values in the middle.  

This ignores the competitiveness of a market.  Baye et al. (2004b) proposed the use of the 

two lowest prices.  The authors note that in a competitive market, only the lowest prices 

really matter.  However, many firms who are attempting to differentiate based on service 

quality, brand name etc., hence it ignores these higher prices that those sellers are charging 

and perhaps a key driver of price dispersion in a market. 

Pan et al. (2003) and Ratchford et al. (2003) note that the difference in average price (which 

is used as a proxy to determine the price a completely uninformed consumer wishes to pay) 

measures the value of price information and has similar results to a price range.   Standard 

deviations and variances take into account all price observations.  However, if they are used 

as dependent variables in a linear regression, they may yield inconsistent results (Pan et al., 

2004).  The differing measures of price dispersion have yielded different results as evidenced 

by work from (Ancarani & Shankar, 2004; Baye et al., 2004b; Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000), 

although there is no basis in theory for these different results.   

It appears as though multiple measures of dispersion should be employed as each has their 

own strengths and weakness.  For this study, the author will employ the following measures: 

Range, including minimum and maximum values, means, standard deviation and variation.  

It should be noted that there is no single cutoff point or standard formulaic approach to 

determining price dispersion using any of these measures.  For comparison purposes, 

standard deviations will be used as the key measure of price dispersion. 

There has been some debate on whether or not to analyze shipping fees and the appropriateness of 

doing so in the literature.  Shipping fees can have a dramatic impact on a consumer’s decision to 

purchase.  It has been found that while both higher shipping charges and higher product charges 
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reduce the probability of purchase, the marginal effect of shipping prices are twice as large as product 

price, hence consumer demand is more sensitive to the shipping fee (Harrington & Leahey, 2007).  

Additionally, Smith and Brynjolfsson (2001) found that consumers could be more sensitive to 

tax and shipping than the raw price of the product.  It has also been found in at least one 

study that shipping and handling charges represent up to 22.09 percent of total price for 

certain goods (Nelson et al., 2007).  It was also found that there is a negative correlation 

between product price and shipping charges, which shows that firms compensate in part for 

low prices by charging higher shipping fees.  Including shipping fees did result in higher 

variation for some products.  

Generally, shipping prices should be taken into account when analyzing price dispersion. 

However, for this study, analysis of shipping fees is not appropriate.  Amazon.com has exact 

shipping prices set without regard to consumer location.  However, this is not the case for 

Google Product Search Shop-bot, which offers an estimate of shipping prices. As noted by 

previous research, some shop-bots will calculate expected shipping costs, but the actual 

shipping costs imposed by the retailer can be quite different (Haynes &Thompson, 2008).  

The prices estimated by Google Product Search Shop-bot are based on consumer location, 

and the prices that many retailers charge is also based on consumer location.  Hence, 

inclusion of shipping prices is not included in this analysis.  However, this should not be an 

issue.  It has been found that considered without shipping prices, item prices alone exhibit a 

significant amount of dispersion (Smith and Brynjolfsson, 2001).  Also, there has been 

previous research which indicates that price dispersion found in online markets is similar 

whether shipping prices are included or not (Pan et al., 2009). 
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Some price dispersion studies employ software to scour information for a given product 

category across the web in order to obtain very high sample sizes (Pa et al., 2003; Pan et al., 

2009). However, such an approach also limits the authors to only using websites which allow 

such software to function.  This has led to a stream of research papers based off of random 

samples of products from Bizrate.com (Pan et al., 2002; Grover et al., 2006; Venkatesan et 

al., 2007).  Neither Amazon.com nor Google Product Search will allow for this approach as 

their websites do not offer users the ability to download information concerning products and 

prices.  Because of this, a different approach is required.  For this study ten distinct products 

were selected and analyzed.  With this approach, data can be gathered quickly and efficiently 

without the need of software to collect data quickly and efficiently.  Due to the speed of data 

collection, a static data set could be collected in order to ensure that variations in dispersion 

over time would not impact the collected data.   

Products Tested  
 
As noted by researchers of price dispersion, electronic products are commonly studied due to 

the fact that they have been established in the literature (Pan et al., 2004; Grover et al., 2006; 

Venkatesan et al., 2007).  Since this is a study focused on an online market which has not yet 

been researched and is based on previous price dispersion studies, it would be best to use 

products that have been already well established.  Hence, this paper focuses on consumer 

electronics of varying types. 

There are differing methods of researching price dispersion.  Some authors have opted to 

analyze numerous types of heterogeneous offerings of a product using hedonic regression to 

control for differences in the product or service (Pan et al., 2004).  However, if not all 
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differences are accounted for, then inaccurate results can be obtained (Pan et al., 2009).  

These studies generally obtain price quotes concerning numerous products from a relatively 

small, randomly selected group of sellers.   

Another approach used in price dispersion studies is the selection of a single product in a 

category and obtaining a relatively large sample of sellers of that product.  Baylis and Perloff 

(2002) analyzed two distinct products, an Olympus C-2000Z digital camera and a Hewlett-

Packard 6300 flatbed scanner and used traditional regression to determine the effect of 

service factors on dispersion. This approach is also acceptable since it has been noted that by 

drawing the data from an online source, price comparisons of identical products instead of 

similar but somewhat differentiated products.  This is something that increases the validity of 

price dispersion research (Pan et al., 2004). 

This study will employ the method of selecting single products in each category.  By 

employing this method, information can be obtained from every seller in the marketplace that 

is offering that specific product.   

Table 2.2 below identifies the products selected for analysis:  
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Table 2.2 Products and Product Categories Analyzed 

Product Category Specific Product 

CD Player 
COBY MP-CD521 Personal MP3/CD Player with 120 

Second Anti-Skip Protection 

Memory Stick Sony MSMT4G 4GB Memory Stick PRO Duo 
GPS Garmin nüvi 255 3.5-Inch Portable GPS Navigator 

Portable DVD 
Player 

Audiovox VE927 9-Inch LCD Drop-Down TV with Built-In 
DVD Player and Clock Radio 

Router D-Link Ethernet Broadband Router EBR-2310 

Digital Camera 
Canon Digital Rebel XSi 12.2 MP Digital SLR Camera with 

EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS Lens (Black) 

Printer Canon MP480 All-in-One Photo Printer 

Mouse 
Logitech 931690-0403 VX Revolution Cordless Laser Mouse 

for Notebooks (Black) 

Universal Remote DirecTV RC64 Universal Remote Control 
Headphones Sennheiser HD201 Headphones 

 

In order to obtain sufficient data points for a robust analysis, the product that was selected in 

each of these categories was chosen using the following methodology: 

1. Go to Amazon.com 

2. Search for product in product category 

3. Analyze search results in order and identify number of sellers offering the 

product in new condition 

4. If the number of sellers offering the product in new condition is less than 50, 

then dismiss that product and move to the next product in search results.  

Repeat this step until a product which has at least fifty offerings in the 

Amazon.com marketplace is identified. 
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The best starting point for the identification of products was to find the product on the 

Amazon.com marketplace.  Google Product Search Shop-bot scours information from 

retailers all across the web, hence specific products found on Google Product Search Shop-

bot might not be found on the Amazon marketplace.  While the Amazon.com marketplace 

does offer numerous products in every category, it simply does not compare with the 

offerings of all retailers across the web.  Hence, products were searched for on Amazon.com 

under the assumption that they can be found on Google Product Search Shop-bot.   

In the Amazon.com search function, the product category was searched for.  The products 

results were viewed in the order they appeared starting with the first result.  The product was 

clicked on and from the product page the marketplace portion was selected in order to 

determine how many sellers were offering the product.  Amazon.com has a screening feature 

to only select sellers who offered the product in new condition, this feature was employed.  

Also, comment the sections, (where sellers can offer a brief description of the product) were 

checked in order to verify that the product was in new and unopened condition.  If there were 

at least 50 sellers that were offering the product in this condition then that product was 

selected for analysis.  Only products that boasted at least 50 sellers were selected as this 

would allow for enough data points for a robust analysis. 

Once the product was selected, the price, shipping costs and numerous other seller attributes 

were collected (as will be described in greater depth in study 2).  However, for purposes of 

this analysis, the price being charged for the product was the focus. 
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  Descriptive Statistics and Price Dispersion Levels 

Below, table 2.3 shows the number of products selected in each category and percentage of 

the total sample that each product represents.  

Table 2.3 – Products by Category from Amazon.com Marketplace 

Product Type N % of Sample 
   

CD Player 54 9.6    

Digital Camera 58 10.3    

Memory Stick 51 9.1    

Printer 86 15.3    

GPS 53 9.4    

Mouse 50 8.9    

DVD Player 51 9.1    

Universal remote 56 10.0    

Router 52 9.3    

Headphones 51 9.1    

Total 562 100.0    

 

562 total data points were obtained.  For most products, there were between 50 and 60 sellers 

offering it in the Amazon.com marketplace.  The only exception is the printer, which had 86 

sellers offering the product.   Aside from the printer, the products selected represent between 

8.9 and 10.3 percent of the sample. 
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Table 2.4 – Dispersion Measures in Amazon.com Marketplace 

Product N Range Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 
Variance 

CD Player 54 30.77 16.21 46.98 23.32 5.66 32.04 

Digital Camera 58 673.00 626.99 1299.99 761.79 123.39 15224.63 

Memory Stick 51 39.49 12.00 51.49 28.51 10.93 119.45 

Printer 86 73.95 55.00 128.95 87.61 18.28 333.98 

GPS 53 150.00 149.99 299.99 190.65 28.46 810.25 

Mouse 50 49.72 37.00 86.72 60.33 12.10 146.41 

DVD Player 51 148.11 189.99 338.10 251.14 30.94 957.08 

Remote 56 97.03 2.96 99.99 20.18 16.95 287.21 

Router 52 32.95 25.00 57.95 40.08 6.10 37.25 

Headphones 51 26.04 15.95 41.99 25.44 5.43 29.48 

 

While there exist no widely accepted standard of what constitutes high or low levels of 

dispersion (Pan et al., 2004), it can be seen in table 2.4 that there is variation in price for all 

of the products in the Amazon.com Marketplace. 

Once data was collected on Amazon.com’s marketplace, then the product was searched for 

on Google Product Search Shop-bot.  To do this, the exact product was entered into Google 

Product Search Shop-bot’s search function.  Every product in the results list was reviewed to 

determine if the product listing was exactly the same as the product searched.  Google 

Product Search Shop-bot also has an option to screen out used and refurbished products.  

This option was selected to filter out these products.  
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Table 2.5 - Products by Category from Google Product Search  

Product Type N % of Sample    

CD Player 28 7.5    

Digital Camera 42 11.2    

Memory Stick 30 8.0    

Printer 50 13.4    

GPS 10 2.7    

Mouse 22 5.9    

DVD Player 30 8.0    

Universal remote 40 10.7    

Router 35 9.4    

Headphones 87 23.3    

Total 374 100.0    

 

A total of 374 data points were found using Google Product Search Shop-bot. The 

headphones represented a high percentage of the sample (23.3%) with 87 data points.  The 

GPS represented only 2.7% of the sample with 10 data points.  The remainder of the products 

represented between 5.9 and13.4 percent of the sample.  Despite the smaller number of data 

points found on Google Product Search Shop-bot as opposed to the Amazon.com 

Marketplace, reliable analysis could still be performed for nearly all products except for the 

GPS.  The GPS was not included in analysis which specifically test the hypotheses in this 

study however is included here to highlight the level of dispersion found for this product as it 

is used in analysis for studies 2 and 3.  Table 2.6 below shows the levels of price dispersion 

found from the products in Google Product Search Shop-bot. 
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Table 2.6 – Dispersion in Google Product Search Shop-bot 

Product N Range Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Variance 

CD Player 28 40.06 8.94 49.00 27.09 10.75 115.53 

Digital Camera 42 510.99 539.00 1049.99 773.66 108.09 11684.23 

Memory Stick 30 55.59 0.99 56.58 13.57 17.63 310.87 

Printer 50 53.69 74.99 128.68 102.87 9.57 91.55 

GPS 10 167.01 120.99 288.00 173.49 48.86 2387.59 

Mouse 22 76.33 46.99 123.32 75.87 22.46 504.29 

DVD Player 30 275.05 194.95 470.00 283.38 88.75 7876.23 

Remote 40 43.05 5.95 49.00 19.11 10.10 102.10 

Router 35 69.02 25.34 94.36 48.30 15.30 234.00 

Headphones 87 86.01 12.99 99.00 31.92 13.12 172.18 

 

As with the Amazon.com Marketplace, price variation exists for all product categories in the 

sample from Google Product Search Shop-bot. 

The search results were reviewed for accuracy by selecting the result from Google Product 

Search Shop-bot and then comparing them to the listings on the retailer’s website.  As noted 

by Ellison and Ellison (2009), the results found via search bots can have issues in terms of 

reliability when these results are cross-referenced with what is actually being offered on the 

retailer’s website.  Hence, in order to check for these reliability issues and to account for the 

impact of bait and switch tactics as well as product obfuscation, specific phenomena that 

could be categorized as either bait and switch or product obfuscation were noted. 

Bait and Switch Tactics 

Bait and switch involves advertising a product in order to lure in customers, only to then 

persuade them to purchase another product.  Ellison and Ellison (2009) noted numerous 

different ways in which retailers listed on pricewatch.com engaged in bait & switch tactics.  
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While checking the accuracy of search results on Google Product Search Shop-bot, it was 

determined that there are two key ways in which sellers were engaging in bait and switch.  

The first would is advertising a lower price on the search results and then actually charge a 

higher price for the product on the retailer’s website.  The next would be to advertise the 

product at a low price only to find that it is no longer in stock on the retail website, then 

offering other higher priced products to consumers.  Hence, price consistency and stock 

status were analyzed to ascertain the presence of bait and switch tactics. 

Price consistency – The price shown in Google Product Search Shop-bot’s results were 

compared with the price actually being charged on the website.  As noted earlier in this 

paper, shipping prices are set without regard to consumer location in the Amazon.com 

marketplace and they vary based upon geographic location for numerous retailers on Google 

Product Search Shop-bot.  Hence shipping prices were not taken into account for this 

analysis. 

Stock status – Stock status was determined through analysis of the retailer’s website.  If it 

was initially unclear whether or not the product was in stock, the product would be added to 

the shopping cart and all purchase steps up until before actual purchase of the item was 

performed until a notification of the product’s stock status was found.   

Product Obfuscation 

As noted in chapter 1, obfuscation is defined as: “an action that raises search costs and/or the 

fraction of consumers who incur search costs” (Ellison and Ellison, 2009, p. 430).   The 

authors identified complex sources of obfuscation in their analysis of pricewatch.com such as 

companies offering prices for very poorly constructed items or prices with unattractive 
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service terms attached to them such as 20% restocking fees and no warranty.   Consumers 

were often forced to pay more for fully functional products with normal levels of customer 

service.  In this analysis, the obfuscation should be much more obvious due to the nature of 

the products analyzed.  Ellison and Ellison (2009) researched generic computer components, 

whereas this study analyzes very specific products.  Hence, in this analysis it should be 

relatively clear if product obfuscation is taking place by observing whether or not the product 

advertised matches the product being sold on the website.  This was done by ensuring the 

product’s condition, model number, and brand matched what was being advertised on the 

search results.   

Product consistency – The product name and specifications were reviewed on the retailer’s 

website to determine if they were actually selling the same product noted in the results and 

not another model or brand. 

Product condition – All search results were assumed to be in new condition as this filter was 

selected during the search.  However, the condition of the product was verified on the retail 

website to ensure that this was indeed the case.   

Multiple prices – This check was not originally part of the analysis due to the fact the 

phenomenon has not been noted by previous research, however the analysis was 

implemented after reviewing the results of Google Product Search Shop-bot.  It was 

discovered that some retailers offered multiple prices for the same product in the same new 

condition.  There could be numerous plausible explanations for this, however there is cause 

for concern.  The exact same model number is listed, along with the exact same picture, 

however, a different link is used to take consumers to a different webpage, a different price is 
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charged and when the model was searched for directly on these websites only a single 

version could be found.   Additionally, retailers that offer multiple prices and have different 

web pages for the same product also have the added benefit of showing up multiple times in 

Google Product Search Shop-bot and perhaps other search engines.  Evidence of malicious 

behavior on the part of these retailers may be purely circumstantial, however the fact remains 

that numerous retailers were engaging in this activity, it was found for numerous products, 

could be contributing to price dispersion, and fits the definition of product obfuscation as 

defined by Ellison and Ellison (2009) very well.  Hence this check was included in the 

analysis. 

Each product search result was thoroughly examined in order to determine if either bait and 

switch or product obfuscation was prevalent.  Below, table 2.7 offers a breakdown of the 

number of the various types of bait and switch and obfuscation found with the Google 

Product Search Shop-bot data.   

Table 2.7 - Total Bait and Switch and Obfuscation by Type 
 

Type Number Found % of Sample 

Inconsistent Price 26 6.7 

Multiple Prices 54 14.4 

Product Inconsistency 0 0 

Used 2 0.5 

Out of Stock 27 7.2 

Total  109 29.1 

 

It can be seen here that out of 374 total data points from Google Product Search Shop-bot, 

109 of them faced an issue of bait and switch or obfuscation of some sort.  The most 
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common of these problems is the presence of multiple prices offered by the same retailer.  

Interestingly, there were no occurrences of discovering a different product than advertised on 

the search engine results.  This could be due to careful scrutiny of the search results. As 

mentioned in previous sections, there were different products appearing in the search results, 

however the fact that they were different brands or models was easily visible in the results.   

There were only two instances in which retailers attempted to offer a used or refurbished 

product instead of one in new condition.  Due to the fact that previous researchers have found 

this issue on other shop-bots (Ellison & Ellison, 2009), this finding is likely more of a credit 

to Google Product Search Shop-bot’s ability to correctly screen out non-new products as 

opposed to more ethical behavior by sellers.   

The out of stock issue was found to occur in 27 instances.  Previous shop-bot research has yet 

to identify a reliable way to determine whether or not the retailer was truly out of stock or if 

they never carry stock of the item and simply use their advertised low price to attract buyers 

to the website.  However it should be noted that many of these occurrences were found with 

the memory stick, where the retailer advertised a 99 cent price whereas the average price for 

the product was significantly higher (approximately 28 dollars on Amazon.com).  It is very 

possible that the retailers had no intention of selling this product. 

Table 2.8 below breaks down the total instances of bait and switch and obfuscation by the 

type of product. 
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Table 2.8 – Instances of Bait and Switch and Obfuscation by Product  

Product 
Out of 
Stock 

Inc. 
Price Used 

Mult. 
Prices 

Total 
B+S 

Total 
Obf. 

Final 
Total 

CD Player 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Digital 
Camera 

3 2 0 13 5 13 18 

Memory Stick 14 4 0 0 18 0 18 
Printer 3 4 0 6 7 6 13 
GPS 1 2 0 0 3 0 3 
Mouse 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
DVD Player 1 1 0 4 2 4 6 
Remote 0 4 1 9 4 10 14 
Router  1 3 1 4 4 5 9 
Headphones 2 6 0 18 8 18 26 
Total 27 26 2 54 53 56 109 

 
It can be seen in table 2.8 that there is a relatively even split of bait and switch as well as 

obfuscation with 53 and 56 occurrences respectively.  The headphones have the highest 

occurrences of obfuscation with 18 instances and the memory stick has the highest 

occurrences of bait and switch also with 18 instances.  While all products boast at least one 

occurrence of bait and switch, there are four products for which obfuscation tactics could not 

be found at all: the CD player, memory stick, mouse and GPS. 

Data Analysis 

With price quotes obtained from both Amazon.com’s marketplace and Google Product 

Search Shop-bot, product prices are compared with T-tests to determine which market has 

lower prices and through Levenes tests to determine which market has lower overall price 

dispersion.  This method is similar to previous work in price dispersion that compared prices 
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and price variation for products in physical locations versus the web (Ancarani & Shankar, 

2004).   

The Levenes test is appropriate as it determines whether the difference in standard deviation 

between the two samples is statistically significant.  Since standard deviations are an 

accepted measure of price dispersion (Pan et al., 2004), if statistically different standard 

deviations are found, then the market with the lower level of variation would also have lower 

price dispersion.  Hence this method will be employed to test Hypothesis 1. 

T-tests will be employed to determine which market offers lower overall prices for each 

product as they will show if there are statistically significant differences in average prices.  

This analysis will test hypothesis 2. 

Table 2.9 highlights the t-tests and Levenes analysis performed on the data.   
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Table 2.9 - Comparison of Dispersion between Amazon and Google 

Product Search Shop-bot (GPS) 

Product Site N 
Mean 
Price 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error  Sig. 

Sig 
(Uneq.Var) Levenes 

Total 

B+S 

&Obf. 

            

CD Player Amazon 54 23.32 5.66 0.77 0.04 0.091 0 1 

  GPS 28 27.09 10.75 2.03      

Mouse Amazon 50 60.33 12.1 1.71 0 0.005 0 1 

  GPS 22 75.87 22.46 4.79      

DVDPlayer Amazon 51 251.14 30.94 4.33 0.02 0.063 0 6 

  GPS 30 283.38 88.75 16.2      

Router Amazon 52 40.08 6.1 0.85 0.001 0.004 0 9 

  GPS 35 48.3 15.29 2.58      

Printer Amazon 86 87.61 18.28 1.97 0 0 0 13 

  GPS 50 102.87 9.57 1.35      

Remote Amazon 56 20.18 16.95 2.26 0.721 0.698 0.605 14 

  GPS 40 19.11 10.1 1.6      

Camera Amazon 58 761.79 123.39 16.2 0.618 0.611 0.879 18 

  GPS 42 773.66 108.09 16.68      

Memory 

Stick 

Amazon 51 28.51 10.93 1.53 0 0 0 18 

  GPS 30 13.57 17.63 3.22      

Headphones Amazon 51 25.44 5.43 0.76 0 0.001 0 25 

  GPS 87 31.92 13.12 1.41         
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Results 

Below, table 2-10 summarizes the findings of this study.  Detailed results concerning 

differences in prices and price dispersion are then offered. 

Table 2.10 – Summary of Results 

Product 

Price Lower 

on Amazon 

(H2) 

Dispersion 

lower on 

Amazon (H1) 

CD player Yes* Yes*** 

Mouse Yes*** Yes*** 

DVD Player Yes* Yes*** 

Router Yes*** Yes*** 

Printer Yes*** No 

Remote No No 

Camera No No 

Memory 

Stick 
No Yes*** 

Headphones Yes*** Yes*** 

*p<.05 
**p<.01 
 ***p<.001    
  

Average Prices 

Average prices were found to be lower on Amazon for 6 out of the 9 products.  Data for the 

CD player shows that the mean price of the product on the Amazon.com marketplace is 

$23.32 whereas on Google Product Search Shop-bot the average price is $27.09 (p<.1).  The 

other products which display lower average prices on Amazon.com’s marketplace are the 

Mouse 60.33 vs. 75.87 (p<.01), DVD player 251.14 vs. 283.3 (p<.1), Router 40.08 vs. 48.80 

(p<.01), Printer 87.61 vs. 102.87 (p<.001), and the headphones 25.44 vs. 31.92 (p<.01).  The 

average price for the remote was 20.18 on Amazon marketplace and 19.11 on Google 

Product Search Shop-bot, this difference was not statistically significant (p>.1).  The average 
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prices of the camera were 761.79 on Amazon Marketplace and 773.66 on Google Product 

Search Shop-bot.  These differences are also not statistically significant (p>.1).  The only 

product to display a lower average price on Google Product Search Shop-bot was the 

memory stick with an average price on Amazon.com of 28.51 and 13.57 on Google Product 

Search Shop-bot (p<.001).  However, it must be noted that for the memory stick, there were 

17 sellers offering the product at 99 cents on Google Product Search Shop-bot, and then 

would state that the product was out of stock.  This brought diminished the average price on 

Google Product Search Shop-bot significantly.   

The fact that 6 out of the 9 products displayed lower average prices on Amazon.com, 2 were 

not significantly different and 1 was lower on Google Product Search Shop-bot offers 

support for hypothesis 2.   

Ideally, it would be best to remove all instances of bait and switch and product obfuscation 

and rerun the t-test analysis to compare average prices.  However, 109 out of 374 data points 

on Google Product Search Shop-bot were affected.  Because of this, simply removing all data 

with bait and switch and obfuscation, would result in extremely low sample sizes, making t-

tests unreliable.  Hence, the current results are cross-referenced with the total numbers of bait 

and switch and obfuscation found for each product under the assumption that bait and switch 

obfuscation tactics tend to increase the prices charged to consumers, and that the presence of 

competitors who engage in this activity combined with those who do not, increases price 

dispersion.  This assumption is grounded in previous research which has noted these effects 

(Smith, 2002; Haynes & Thompson, 2007; Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  Table 2.9 also 

highlights these instances found for each product  in the last column (Total B+S and Obf.), 
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and the products are sorted based on the number of instances of bait and switch and 

obfuscation that were found.  The products with the lowest instances are: the CD player with 

1, mouse also with 1, the DVD player with 6 and the router with 9.  With these products, the 

price was indeed lower on Amazon.com as expected.  As the number of inconsistencies rises, 

it was expected that average price would decrease on Google Product Search Shop-bot due to 

the fact that sellers were posting low prices on the search results portion.  However, this does 

not appear to be the case.  The printer had 13 inconsistencies in the data and the price was 

still lower on Amazon.com.  A lower price was also found for the headphones which had the 

highest number of inconsistencies at 25.  The remote and camera had 14 and 18 

inconsistencies respectively, and for these products, there was no difference in average price 

in the two markets.  The memory stick did have a lower price on Google Product Search 

Shop-bot with a total of 18 inconsistencies.  The fact that there were still 2 products with 

lower prices on Amazon.com and 2 with no statistically significant difference in price among 

the products with the highest instances of bait and switch and obfuscation offers greater 

support for Hypothesis 2. Hence, it can be concluded that prices are lower on the 

Amazon.com marketplace. 

Price Variation 

The Levenes test indicates that the Amazon.com marketplace has a lower variation for 6 out 

of the 9 products, no statistically different variation for two products, and higher variation for 

one product.  The standard deviation values for the CD player price is 5.66 on Amazon.com 

and 10.75 on Google Product Search Shop-bot (p<.001).  The other products which follow 

the pattern of lower standard deviations on Amazon.com are the: mouse 12.10 vs. 22.46 
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(p<.001), DVD Player 30.94 vs. 88.75 (p<.001), Router 6.10 vs. 15.29 (p<.001), Memory 

Stick 10.93 vs. 17.63 (p<.001), and Headphones 5.43 vs. 13.12 (p<.001).  The two products 

with no difference in variation are also the two products with no statistically significant 

difference in average price, the remote and the camera.  The remote had a standard deviation 

of 16.95 on Amazon.com and 10.1 on Google Product Search Shop-bot (p>.1).  For the 

Camera the standard deviation values are 123.39 for Amazon.com and 108.90 for Google 

Product Search Shop-bot (p>.1).  The product a higher standard deviation in Amazon.com is 

the printer with standard deviations of 18.28 on Amazon and 9.57 on Google Product Search 

Shop-bot (p<.001).  The fact that the standard deviations were lower on the Amazon.com 

Marketplace for 6 out of the 9 products, indicates that dispersion is also lower on that 

marketplace for those products.  This offers support for hypothesis 1. 

When looking at the specific products and cross referencing them with the total instances of 

bait and switch as well as obfuscation it is particularly interesting to note that the same 

products which had the lowest instances of bait and switch: the CD Player, Mouse, DVD 

Player and Router, also had lower variation on Amazon.com as well as lower prices.  While 

the two products with the highest number of inconsistencies, the memory stick and the 

headphones also had higher variation on Google Product Search Shop-bot as expected, it was 

not expected for those products with fewer inconsistencies to have higher variation of Google 

Product Search Shop-bot as well.  This not only offers support for hypothesis 1, but also 

shows that the lower variation on Amazon.com may not be entirely caused by the absence of 

bait and switch as well as obfuscation. 
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Discussion 

As indicated by table 2-11 below, both hypotheses were partially supported in this research 

study: 

Table 2.11 – Summary of Hypotheses – Study 1 

Hypothesis Supported? 
Hypothesis 1: Price dispersion is higher on shop-bot 
websites than on Online Marketplaces 

Partially 
Supported 

Hypothesis 2:Average prices are higher on shop-bot 
websites than on online marketplaces 

Partially 
Supported 

 

Numerous conclusions are yielded in this essay.  First, there are significant levels of price 

dispersion in both the Amazon.com Marketplace as well as Google Product Search Shop-bot.  

The fact that price variation is found in Google Product Search Shop-bot is consistent with 

previous research which found significant dispersion in shop-bot markets (Smith & 

Brynjolfsson, 2001; Baye et al., 2004b; Harrington & Leahey, 2007; Haynes & Thompson, 

2008).  However, it was also determined that retailers may be charging different prices for 

the same product on shop-bots.  Previous research concerning shop-bots have made the 

assumption that the shop-bot constitutes a distinct market in which buyers and sellers trade 

with each other exclusively and that sellers cannot offer multiple contemporaneous prices 

(Baye et al., 2004a; Haynes &Thompson, 2008).  This research shows that there is at least the 

possibility that such an assumption may indeed be false.   

It is particularly surprising that the Amazon.com marketplace had lower levels of price 

dispersion due to the fact that previous research concerning online price dispersion has 

consistently found that as the number of competitors in a market increases, price dispersion 
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increases (Pan et al., 2009).  There were a much higher number of competitive offerings 

identified in the Amazon.com Marketplace (564) as opposed to Google Product Search Shop-

bot (372). Because of this, it would not have been surprising if Amazon.com did indeed have 

higher levels of price dispersion.   

The fact that the Amazon.com Marketplace boasts lower levels of price dispersion and lower 

average prices opens up a new stream of research concerning price dispersion.  Many 

dispersion studies have focused on shop-bot markets due to their potential to reduce price 

dispersion online (Smith & Brynjolfsson, 2001; Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000; Nelson et al., 

2007; Garfinkel et al., 2008; Haynes & Thompson, 2008; Harrington & Leahey, 2007; 

Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  While these studies have succeeded in finding issues with shop-

bots that cause dispersion, none have concluded that price dispersion is being dramatically 

reduced because of shop-bots. 

In this study it has been shown that online marketplaces display lower levels of price 

variations and lower average prices than shop-bots. This highlights the notion that they have 

the potential to reduce online price dispersion.  It has been established in this research that 

online marketplaces have lower average prices shop-bots, even when exploring a shop-bot 

which does not add an additional cost for participation.   

Lower dispersion was found in the online marketplace for products that only had one 

instance of bait and switch or obfuscation in shop-bot market.  There is also a lack of 

evidence indicating that these practices are possible in online marketplaces. This means that 

other drivers of price dispersion should be analyzed to explain the variation.  That is the 

focus of the next chapter of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

EXPLAINING PRICE DISPERSION IN ONLINE 
MARKETPLACES USING FIRM CHARACTERISTICS  

 
Abstract 

 
This study analyzes price dispersion in the most prominent of online retail marketplaces, 

Amazon.com, in order to determine the impact of seller differentiation on price dispersion. 

An analysis of 10 consumer electronics products indicates that seller factors explain 

approximately 40% of price variation in online retail marketplaces. 

Introduction 
 
Since the first essay of this dissertation has established that there is price variation in online 

retail marketplaces, this essay seeks to explain this variation by analyzing various firm level 

factors.  Service differentiation is likely a driver of price dispersion in online marketplaces.  

As noted in previous research, even though the physical product could be the same as other 

retailers are offering, the service attached to the product varies from seller to seller 

(Grilliches, 1961; Chow, 1967).  It has been established that seller differentiation is a driver 

of price dispersion (Venkatesan et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2009).   

Seller differentiation has been analyzed in previous dispersion studies and was found to have 

a statistically significant yet sometimes weak impact on price dispersion.   

There already exists significant research concerning retailer service factors on the Internet.  It 

has been noted that when specifically analyzing e-markets, many researchers have chosen to 

analyze service differentiation which focuses on value added activities such as: aid in 

selection, ease of ordering, on-time delivery, and tracking (Grover et al., 2006). Service 
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differentiation has been found to be a statistically significant source of price dispersion in 

online markets in numerous studies (Smith, 2002; Pan et al., 2002; Venkatesan et al., 2007).  

Also, Cao and Gruca (2003) noted that consumers will indeed tolerate high prices as long as 

they are satisfied with the ordering or fulfillment processes.   

However, there is significant conflict among the research concerning seller differentiation.  

Pan et al. (2009) found partial support for the effects of service quality on price, and 

Ratchford et al. (2003) found that differences in online retailer service have little effect on 

price.  Also, there have been studies which have determined that seller differentiation is a key 

driver of price dispersion, but the directionality of the effect was in the opposite of what was 

expected.  For example, instead of finding firms with high service offering high prices and 

low service firms offering lower levels of service, it has been found that high quality service 

is negatively correlated with price (Pan et al., 2002; Bayliss & Perloff, 2002).  Finally, the 

most recent work concerning price dispersion and seller differentiation (Pan et al., 2009) has 

determined that the effects of seller differentiation are decreasing as the Internet matures.  

Hence, while there is conflicting research concerning the exact impact of seller factors on 

online price dispersion, most empirical work verifies these factors as a driver of price 

dispersion on the web. 

Seller factors have also been analyzed in shop-bot markets.  It has been noted that the service 

quality of retailers participating in shop-bots is difficult to establish (Smith, 2002).  However, 

it has also been found that well established sellers entice shop-bot users to make a purchase 

even if they do not have the lowest price (Clay et al., 2002).  This offers even greater support 
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for the notion that seller factors matters, since it shows that even the most price conscious 

consumers take into account a seller’s reputation and service quality. 

The research performed in this study will help to identify whether or not seller differentiation 

is indeed a significant predictor of price dispersion in online retail marketplaces.  In order to 

build the foundation for this study an overview of reputation systems is offered as it is one of 

the most well established forms of online seller differentiation.   

Hypothesis Development 
 

Background of reputation systems 
 
The Internet has dramatically lowered the costs of organizing markets.  This has led to a 

tremendous growth in online markets however the Internet also brings with it anonymity and 

extensive potential for abuse.  Now buyers are placed in situations where they are engaging 

in transactions with sellers with whom they have little or no previous interaction with.  This 

simple fact introduces risk to traders.  Consumers who purchase goods may be faced with 

situations where sellers may not deliver the item, deliver the incorrect item, or not ship their 

purchase within the specified time period (Houser & Wooders, 2006). 

One of the most common means for both auction sites such as EBay and retail commerce 

sites such as Amazon mitigate these risks is to maintain feedback mechanisms.  Feedback 

mechanisms are very similar conceptually to word of mouth networks and are used as a 

measure of the reputation of the seller to buyers.  This reputation is created through feedback 

by consumers who simply offer their advice to others based on their previous experiences 

with sellers.  However there are some fundamental differences between feedback 

mechanisms and traditional word of mouth networks, the most prominent being that online 
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feedback mechanisms boast unprecedented scale due to the prevalence of the Internet 

(Dellarocas, 2003).   

It has been found that well known retailers have higher prices on average than lesser known 

retailers.  However, at times, these well known retailers have lower price for a selected 

products.  Such varied pricing by these large retailers results in price dispersion (Chen & 

Hitt, 2003).  Other researchers (Cohen, 2000) have presented research which seeks to explain 

how consumers make sense of such a large quantity of information when consumers make a 

purchase.  Cohen identified the distortion of information function which states that, when 

making purchasing decisions, consumers will analyze the increasing number of choices that 

they are presented with and make a choice which will maximize their individual utility, but 

only up to a certain threshold.  When given a number of choices beyond this threshold, 

consumers will then begin to use heuristics such as service quality or brand name to make a 

selection.  This is similar conceptually to recent work concerning price dispersion which 

shows that the high number of sellers on the web overloads consumers with information, 

which makes their purchasing decision more difficult (Grover et al., 2006).  The apparent 

lack of well established brand names, high number of sellers, and the focus on retailer quality 

metrics such as the reputation system is something that makes the Amazon.com marketplace 

such an interesting market to analyze and will likely result in a strong relationship between 

seller reputation and price. 

It is crucial for retailers without well-known brand names to establish a reputation.  Some 

authors believe that reputation is even more important online than in traditional retail stores 

(Bruce, Haruvy, & Rao, 2004).  Reputation itself has numerous dimensions, but one of the 
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most prominent on the Amazon.com Marketplace as well as numerous sites across the web 

are customer generated seller feedback scores also known as reputation systems. Before the 

impact of mass communications, communities relied on word of mouth as the primary 

enabler of economic and social activity (Greif, 1993), and many aspects of social and 

economic life still do so today (Klein, 1997).   

The Amazon.com reputation mechanism which allows customers to rate sellers is defined as 

a reputation system.  Reputation systems collect information on the past behavior of a seller, 

and make that information available for other consumers to view.  Primarily, these systems 

inform buyers about whether or not a seller is trustworthy (Resnick, Zeckhauser, Swanson, & 

Lockwood, 2006).  Reputation systems are a form of word of mouth at a dramatically 

increased scale.  They allow for the collection of comments for users of a commerce website.  

These comments are collected to form a user’s feedback profile which essentially creates a 

public record of a user’s performance in prior transactions.  These systems can be in place for 

both buyers and sellers, as is common for EBay, or they could be strictly for sellers only, as 

is the case for Amazon and most online retail sites (Houser & Wooders, 2006). 

The past reputation of the seller can act as a mechanism by which information about the 

current behavior of the seller can be transmitted to buyers.  In such a setting a seller’s 

reputation may well reduce information asymmetries and allow the market to function 

efficiently.  Theoretical models have typically generated a positive effect between the 

reputation of the seller and the price, in large part because the seller’s reputation is a proxy 

for quality characteristics that are unobserved prior to the transaction (Melnik & Alm, 2002).  

These feedback mechanisms become a means from which an unknown seller can 
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differentiate themselves from others by consistently delivering on promises and establishing 

a record of honest transactions. In addition if sellers could indeed charge a higher prices by 

having higher feedback ratings, then they are given an incentive to deliver solid performance 

(Houser & Wooders, 2006).     

The Amazon.com Reputation System 
 
It has been established that both service quality and reputation are very important to online 

retailers. Amazon.com’s marketplace boasts numerous dimensions of reputation.  Buyers 

may view star ratings as well as the percent of negative reviews, positive reviews and neutral 

reviews in the past 30 days, 90 days, year, or over the sellers’ lifetime.  The 

multidimensionality of these reputation scores will be examined in greater detail in the third 

study of this dissertation.  For now, analysis will focus on ratings of sellers in the past year as 

well as other seller factors to determine their relationship with price dispersion in this 

marketplace.   

An example of the ratings system employed in the Amazon.com marketplace is offered 

below in figure 3.1: 
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Figure 3.1 – Amazon.com Marketplace Reputation System 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3.1, there are numerous dimensions of reputation here.  Scores are 

offered for a seller’s lifetime, as well as 365, 90 days and 30 days.  However, for the 

purposes of this study the year (365 day) scores will be the main focus.  A scoring 

mechanism was used to determine overall reputation score.  This is necessary due to the 

percentage format of reputation. For example, a seller with a positive score of 80 could have 

a negative score of 20 while another seller with a positive score of 80 could boast a neutral 

score of zero.  By placing neutral, positive, and negative scores as separate independent 

variables in a regression, they are all treated the same even though there are stark differences 

among the sellers.  Hence a simple scoring mechanism was employed to create a single 

variable for each seller that takes into account positive, neutral and negative scores.  For each 
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percent positive the score increases by one, and for each percent positive, the score decreases 

by one, and are counted as zero. 

This creates a range of overall reputation scores from -100 to 100, which allows for a scoring 

mechanism that encapsulates all aspects of the year reputation score.  Sometimes due to the 

rounding mechanism of Amazon.com, scores are not exactly 100 (the minimum is 97 and 

maximum is 103).  In order to ensure that this did not affect the data, all total percentages and 

their components were normalized to 100.   

Due to the fact that reputation scores are well established in the literature as being strong 

predictors of price and the reputation mechanism is so prevalent on Amazon.com, it is 

expected that reputation scores will have a positive effect on price dispersion.  Hence the 

following hypothesis: 

-Hypothesis 3a: Reputation scores will have a positive effect on price dispersion 

Additional Forms of Reputation 
 
While the reputation scores are readily available and visible to buyers, there are many other 

aspects of reputation beyond reputation score that should be examined in order to determine 

if price dispersion in this marketplace explained in greater depth.  This section offers a 

description of the additional reputation factors measured in this study. 

As noted by previous research, scale is a primary determinant of effectiveness in word of 

mouth networks (Dellocras, 2003).  In the context of online feedback mechanisms, buyers 

may only care about seller ratings if they believe it could impact the quality of their services, 

just as sellers may only care about buyer ratings if they believe they could affect their profits.  

This can only happen if there are a sufficient number of these ratings, and this may require 
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extensive participation on the part of buyers or sellers depending on the situation.  Theory 

predicts that a minimum degree of participation in word of mouth communities is required 

before reputation effects can induce any cooperation.  However, once this degree is met, 

reputation becomes very important and high levels of cooperation emerge (Dellocras, 2003).  

Despite the fact that customers are not required to leave feedback scores for sellers they do 

business with on Amazon.com, it will be assumed in this study that higher levels of ratings 

indicate greater firm experience in that market.  This key piece of information could explain 

price dispersion in the Amazon.com marketplace and is more reliable than ratings from other 

sites such as bizrate.com, because Amazon.com will only allow customers of a seller to leave 

feedback scores whereas at other sites anyone can leave feedback.  Hence the following 

hypothesis: 

-Hypothesis 3b: The number of customer ratings a seller has will have a positive effect 

on price dispersion 

The primary reason for price dispersion from a consumer perspective is search costs (Pan et 

al., 2004).  If consumers do not search all available information concerning the retailers of a 

specific product, it is quite possible that they would be uninformed and could end up 

overpaying for merchandise (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000).  One way to mitigate this risk for 

consumers is to establish trust between buyers and sellers (Ba & Pavlou, 2002), because trust 

reduces the need for searching, and consumers appear to be willing to pay a premium for 

those reduced search costs.  Branding and loyalty appear to have the same effect because 

previous research has demonstrated that sellers who have strong brand recognition 

(Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000), trusting relationships with customers (Brynjolfsson and 
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Smith, 2000; Ba & Pavlou, 2002), customer loyalty (Kocas, 2003), and greater size and 

history (Burdett & Coles, 1997) have the capability to charge price premiums due to 

decreased search costs.  Also, it has been established that even shop-bot customers are 

sensitive to branding (Smith & Brynjolfsson, 2001). 

On Amazon.com’s marketplace, there exist numerous unbranded sellers whose names appear 

in a strictly textual format.  However, sellers do have the opportunity to create their own 

visual brand logo which could in fact differentiate themselves from other sellers, appear more 

professional and convey trust.  Due to the impact of brand names which has been established 

in the literature, it is expected that sellers with brand logos on this marketplace will be able to 

charge a higher price than those without logos.  Hence the following hypothesis: 

-Hypothesis 3c: The presence of a brand logo will have a positive effect on price 

dispersion 

Featured merchants are chosen by Amazon.com to be placed higher on the rankings of 

customer searches for sellers of a product.  The fact that featured merchants appear before 

other sellers indicates that they could have the opportunity to exploit this advantage by 

charging a higher price than others.  Some buyers will exert more effort in obtaining this 

information and find a lower price while others will not and incur a higher price (Pan et al., 

2002).  Sellers set prices to leverage consumer heterogeneity in both information and search 

costs (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000).  It is expected that sellers designated as “preferred” will 

attempt to take advantage of consumers who are not willing to search for information by 

charging a higher price.  Hence the following hypothesis: 
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-Hypothesis 3d: Being designated as an Amazon.com Preferred seller will have a 

positive effect on price dispersion 

It is expected that these various aspects of reputation will have a positive impact on price 

dispersion, however there are other firm level factors which are expected to be drivers of 

prices variation as well.  They are discussed in the next section. 

Customer Service and Seller Characteristics 
 
Seller characteristics and their relationship with price dispersion have been studied by 

numerous researchers (Bayliss and Perloff, 2002; Grover et al., 2006; Venkatesan et al., 

2007; Pan et al., 2009).  These studies analyze different characteristics based on the source of 

their data.  For example, numerous studies rely on consumer ratings of a retailer found on 

Bizrate.com, whereas others find it more useful to analyze the websites of the retailer 

directly.  Many studies use a combination of both approaches.  For example Bayliss and 

Perloff (2002) analyzed shipping fees, restocking fees, Bizrate.com star ratings, stock 

information, the nature of return guarantees, the level of specialization of the retailer, as well 

as some website specific variables.  Return guarantees unfortunately cannot be directly tested 

in this study because Amazon.com blankets all sellers with this service.  Additionally, sellers 

do not have the opportunity to create their own website within the Amazon.com marketplace 

(although they can fill in some information about their service), hence some of this analysis 

is not possible.  However, there is a great deal of other service information available on the 

Amazon.com marketplace that could also affect price dispersion.  

It is expected that firms who specialize in their offering may indeed be offering lower prices 

than firms with a general product focus.  This phenomenon has been analyzed by Bayliss and 
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Perloff (2002), with mixed results.  They found that electronics specialists charged less for 

the camera being studied, but more for the scanner being studied.  Regardless of 

directionality, it appears that being an electronics specialist does impact price dispersion.  

Since all of the products being analyzed in this study are consumer electronics, the sellers of 

these products can be reviewed to determine if they are indeed electronics specialists.   

Hypothesis 4a: Level of firm specialization will have a positive effect on price 

dispersion 

Previous research concerning shop-bot markets has employed proxies for sales measures 

such as number of web-site hits, which have offered meaningful results (Nelson et al., 2007). 

On the Amazon.com marketplace it is very easy to view the number of products that a seller 

is offering.  In absence of actual sales data, the number of products being sold could be used 

as a proxy for the levels of sales of a particular retailer, which offers insights into a firm’s 

overall sales strategy.  It is expected that price dispersion will be affected by the number of 

products a firm is offering, since sellers of numerous products could be relying a strategy of 

high volume sales while sellers who are offering a smaller number of products could be 

employing a high profit margin strategy, which results in varying prices.  Hence the 

following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 4b: The number of products offered for sale by a retailer will have a 

positive effect on price dispersion 

As noted in the introduction of this dissertation, while the physical product being offered by 

firms could be the same, the service attached to it varies according to sellers (Grilliches, 

1961; Chow, 1967).  In this instance, firms which provide higher levels of customer service 
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would be expected to offer a price premium to offset the costs, and those with lower levels of 

service would charge lower prices.  All consumers have the opportunity to email sellers in 

the Amazon.com marketplace, however, there are sellers which offer much more such as the 

ability to call or fax the company with any questions.  This indicates that some sellers are 

offering additional levels of customer service, which is defined here as having any customer 

service communication method beyond email.  It is expected that such sellers will charge 

higher prices.  Hence the following hypothesis: 

-Hypothesis 5a: The presence of additional customer service will have a positive effect 

on price dispersion 

Previous research has analyzed the role of on time shipping and processing time (Venkatesan 

et al., 2006; Pan et al., 2009).  It is not possible to tell which sellers are indeed shipping 

products on time on the Amazon.com marketplace, but their posted processing times can be 

analyzed and it is expected that this will impact price dispersion.  Hence the following 

hypothesis: 

-Hypothesis 5b: Processing time will have a positive effect on price dispersion 

Previous price dispersion research has focused on the return policies of sellers (Bayliss & 

Perloff, 2002).  In addition to offering additional information concerning customer service, 

sellers have the opportunity to offer information concerning their return policies.  Many 

sellers offer no information, however there are a significant number of them who offer in 

depth descriptions of the allowed circumstances and processes of returns.  It is expected that 

sellers who offer some type of return policies to consumers will charge different prices than 

those who do not have such policies.  Hence the following hypothesis:  
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-Hypothesis 5c: The presence of a return policy will have a positive effect on price 

dispersion 

Restocking fees represent the amount of money that sellers charge consumers for returned 

items, and they have been linked to price dispersion in previous research (Bayliss and 

Perloff, 2002).  Retailers could use these fees to deter customer returns or even to obtain 

additional profit from sales.  Since has been established that restocking fees do significantly 

impact price dispersion, hence the following hypothesis: 

-Hypothesis 5d: Restocking fees will have a positive effect on price dispersion 

Figure 3.2 below offers a summation of the expected drivers of price dispersion in online 

retail marketplaces:   

Figure 3.2 – Drivers of Price Dispersion in Online Retail 
Marketplaces 
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As illustrated in figure 3.2, these seller characteristics, reputation and service factors are all 

expected to have a direct and positive effect on price dispersion in the Amazon.com 

marketplace.  The next section describes the method employed to test these hypotheses. 

Methodology 
 

Data Collection 
 
This study uses the same products from study 1, however only the Amazon data is analyzed 

in this study.  Below is a description of the data collection method employed in this study: 

 
1. Go to Amazon.com 

2. Search for product in product category 

3. Analyze search results in order and identify number of sellers offering the 

product in new condition 

4. If the number of sellers offering the product in new condition is less than 50, 

then dismiss that product and move to the next product in search results.  

Repeat this step until a product which has at least fifty offerings in the 

Amazon.com marketplace is identified. 

5. Remove offerings from Amazon.com 

6. Remove offerings from sellers with no ratings 

The data collection process was the same as for the first study of this dissertation, however 

there were two key additional steps.  First, offerings from Amazon.com had to be removed 

from analysis due to the fact Amazon is not comparable to other sellers for the following 

reasons: it is the site which moderates the marketplace in addition to being a seller on it, free 
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shipping options are given if consumer basket size price is greater than 25 dollars, and 

Amazon.com has no ratings system for itself.   

Additionally sellers with no customer ratings were removed since those without ratings lack 

any reputation scores, and it is expected that reputation scores will be a significant predictor 

of price dispersion. 

After data was collected, seller profiles were examined to collect the specific information 

required for analysis.  A description of the variables tested in analysis is offered in table 3.1 

below: 

Table 3.1 – Variables Tested 
 

Independent Variable Description 

Year Reputation Score Raw Reputation score using determined mechanism 

Yearscore85to100 Dummy - indicates if reputation score was between 85 and 100 

Yearscore85to100int Interaction between above two variables 

Year Reputation Score Square Reputation score squared 

Log Year Ratings Log transformed Number of Year ratings 

Featured Dummy - Indicates whether seller was featured on Amazon 

Number Products Offered Number of products offered by seller 

Electronics Specialist Dummy - Indicates whether seller was electronics specialist (90% 
or more of their products being offered are electronics) 

Additional Customer Service Dummy - Indicates whether seller has additional service 

Posted Return Policy Dummy - Indicates whether seller posted their return info 

Posted Restocking Fees Dummy - Indicates whether seller posted restocking fees 

Restock Post int Interaction between above variable and restocking fees 

Posted Processing Time Dummy - Indicates whether seller posted their processing time 

Processing post int Interaction between above variable and processing time 

High Priced Product Dummy/Control Variable – Indicates whether average price of 
product is 100 dollars or more (Digital Camera, GPS, DVD Player) 

Logo Dummy – indicates whether or not seller has a brand logo 
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The reputation score is the key focus of this analysis.  It was determined that a vast number 

of sellers had scores between 85 and 100.  On a scale that ranges from -100 to 100, this 

concentrated variation required more than just a direct linear representation of the variable.  

In order to fully understand the effect of reputation on price dispersion a dummy variable 

was created to test for the effect of having such a high score and as an interaction effect with 

the actual reputation score. Finally, the actual scores were squared since curvilinear tests in 

preliminary analysis indicated the presence of a non-linear relationship between reputation 

score and price dispersion.   

Variables were coded either as the exact number or as dummies.  To adequately test for the 

effect of processing time and restocking fees, interaction effects were required.  This was due 

to the fact that numerous sellers failed to offer any information concerning their processing 

times or restocking fees.  Hence, dummy variables were created that identify sellers who did 

offer this information.  By analyzing the interaction between these dummies and the actual 

processing times/restocking fees, an examination of the effect of these variables on price 

dispersion can be determined without reducing degrees of freedom of the model by removing 

those sellers without this information or by replacing numerous empty data points with mean 

values. 

Dependent Variable 

Percentage of variation from average price is the dependent variable used in analysis.  This 

has been used in previous research in price dispersion since it has been established in 

previous research that prices can be adjusted by deflating them according to the mean price 

to create a relative measure (Pan et al., 2004).  Analyzing percentage of variation from 
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average price is the best approach for this study for two reasons.  First, when analyzing 

individual product regressions, percentage variation from average price offers the same exact 

results as using raw price.  Second, when data from multiple products are aggregated, 

analysis of percentage of variation from average price adequate captures dispersion while at 

the same time offers more accurate regression results due to the fact that raw price variation 

is significant between products.   

Shipping Prices 

It has been determined that shipping prices do have a very strong impact on consumer 

behavior in shop-bot websites (Harrington & Leahey, 2007).  Also some firms may be 

charging higher shipping fees to offset lower prices (Nelson et al., 2007).  In the first study, 

the inclusion of shipping prices was not the best approach since two different websites with 

varying approaches to setting shipping rates were being compared. However in this study 

shipping costs were indeed included as they are static, set without regard for the consumer’s 

location, and no comparison between Amazon.com and a different market is offered in this 

study.   

Market Characteristics Controls 

It has been established that market characteristics are a driver of price dispersion.  Average 

item price and the number of sellers in a market have been shown to be crucial factors in 

explaining online price dispersion (Pan et al., 2003; Venkatesan et al., 2007; Pan et al., 

2009).  However, market characteristics could not be specifically tested for in this study as 

they were inherently controlled for in data collection.  The number of sellers in a market was 

controlled for as only products with roughly 45 sellers for each product were chosen.   
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Despite the fact that most market characteristics could not be accounted for in this study, 

product price was controlled for.  For products with an average price of over 100 dollars, the 

product price variable was added in order to obtain in order to capture the variation of higher 

priced products since it has been established in the dispersion literature that high priced 

products generally display greater price dispersion than lower priced products (Pan et al., 

2009).  An examination of why this phenomenon exists is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. However, sufficient evidence of this has been established in the literature, hence 

the effect has been controlled for with the high price product variable.  

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 3.2 below offers the measures of price dispersion found in the Online Marketplace: 

Table 3.2 – Dispersion in the Online Marketplace 

Product N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. 
Deviation Variance 

CD Player 53 35.23 21.20 56.43 30.2053 5.89252 34.722 

Digital Camera 46 671.51 633.48 1304.99 765.6259 115.06660 13240.323 

Memory Stick 49 35.33 20.75 56.08 33.3951 12.06938 145.670 

Printer 62 80.49 67.99 148.48 108.2223 19.27363 371.473 

GPS 46 156.37 154.48 310.85 198.8154 31.50664 992.668 

 Mouse 46 55.59 41.99 97.58 66.6470 12.93876 167.411 

DVD Player 48 121.51 230.48 351.99 268.9350 28.56573 816.001 

Remote 51 101.02 7.95 108.97 27.0510 17.97140 322.971 

Router 49 27.64 32.49 60.13 48.0516 5.45910 29.802 

Headphones 48 27.85 20.94 48.79 31.4438 5.92760 35.136 

 

Out of 498 sellers, 400 had a brand logo, 262 were featured, 367 were electronics specialists, 

307 offered additional customer service, 348 posted their processing time, 414 posted their 

return policies, and 430 had a reputation score between 85 and 100. 
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Analysis 

The seller profile was analyzed to find all relevant information required for analysis. In order 

to determine the impact of the tested variables, ordinary least squares regression was 

employed.  Regressions were run for each product individually to check for consistencies and 

model robustness. The data was also aggregated using all products in order to create a 

comprehensive model of consumer electronics.  

Results 
 
Table 3.3 below summarizes the support found for each hypothesis: 
 
 

Table 3.3 – Summary of Results 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*P<.05 

**p<.01 

***p<.001 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hypothesis Seller Factor 
Significant Effect on 

Price Dispersion? 

3a Reputation Score Yes*** 

3b Number of Seller Ratings Yes*** 

3c Brand Logo No 

3d Preferred Seller No 

4a Level of Specialization Yes*  

4b Number of Products Yes*** 

5a Additional Customer Service Yes**  

5b Processing Time No 

5c Return Policy Yes**  

5d Restocking Fees No 
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Table 3.4 below offers the results of the multiple regression: 
 

 
Table 3.4 – Comprehensive Model 

 
 

Variable 
  

t Sig. B 
(Constant) -.022 -.310 .757 

Year Reputation Score -.012 -11.835 .000 

Yearscore85to100 1.744 4.812 .000 

Yearscore85to100int -.022 -5.240 .000 

YearReputation Score 
Squared 

.000 11.059 .000 

Log Year Ratings -.044 -2.672 .008 

Number Products Offered .000 5.044 .000 

Electronics Specialist -.052 -1.977 .049 

Posted Customer Service .073 2.738 .006 

Posted Return Policy .154 3.171 .002 

High Priced Product .138 6.030 .000 

Logo .045 1.063 .288 

Posted Processing Time -.016 -.414 
.679 

Processing postint .008 .488 .626 

Posted Restocking Fees .007 .185 .854 

Restock Postint .001 .342 .733 

Preferred -.011 -.320 .749 

Model statistics    

R-Square .410   

Adjusted R-Square .389   

Model significance .000   
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This regression model includes all the variables hypothesized to have an effect on price 

dispersion in the Amazon.com marketplace.  This model has an R-square of .410 with an 

adjusted R-square of .389.  The model significance test is .000.  

Reputation 

Concerning reputation, year reputation score has a negative effect on price variation 

(p<.001).  Yearscore85to100 has a positive effect on price variation (p<.001).  The 

Yearscore85to100int variable has a negative impact on price (p<.001).  The last reputation 

score variable Year Reputation Score Squared, has an extremely small impact on prices, but 

the effect is significant (p<.001).  The fact that all portions of the reputation score are 

significant offers support for hypothesis 3a.  The Log Year Ratings variable has a negative 

effect on price (p<.01).  This offers support for hypothesis 3b.  Firms with logos charged 

higher prices, however this effect is not significant (p>.1).  Hence hypothesis 3c is not 

supported.  Preferred sellers charged lower prices, but this effect was not found to be 

significant.  Hence hypothesis 3d is not supported.   

Seller Characteristics 

Electronics specialists do seem to charge lower prices due to the negative impact on price 

(p<.1).  This offers support for hypothesis 4a.  Concerning firm characteristics, the number of 

products offered by a seller has a very small impact on price (p<.001).  This supports 

hypothesis 4b.   
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Customer Service 

For the effects of service differentiation, firms that offered additional customer service 

channels charge a higher price as evidenced by the positive correlation with price (p<.01).   

This offers support 5a.   Firms that posted their processing time levels charged a lower price 

however this effect was not significant (p>.1), the interaction with actual processing time was 

not significant either (p>.1).  This offers support for hypothesis 5b.  Firms that Posted return 

policies also charged higher prices (p<.01).   This offers support for 5c.  The effects of posted 

restocking fees (p>.1) and the interaction between actual restocking fees were not significant 

(p>.1).  Hence, hypothesis 5d was not supported.   

In order to examine the impact of these insignificant variables and to create a more 

parsimonious model, the variables: Posted restock, Maxrestockpostint, Postedprocess, 

Procmaxpostint, and Featured were removed, resulting in the model shown in table 3.5 

below: 
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Table 3.5 – Model with Insignificant Effects Removed 
 

 

Variable 
  

T Sig. B 
(Constant) -.021 -.300 .764 

Year Reputation Score -.012 -11.862 .000 

Yearscore85to100 1.850 5.467 .000 

Yearscore85to100int -.023 -5.960 .000 

YearReputation Score 
Squared 

.000 11.344 .000 

Log Year Ratings -.045 -3.830 .000 

Number Products 
Offered 

.000 5.186 .000 

Electronics Specialist -.048 -1.912 .056 

Posted Customer 
Service 

.079 3.035 .003 

Posted Return Policy .186 4.854 .000 

High Priced Product .139 6.150 .000 

Model statistics    

R-Square .407   
Adjusted R-Square .394   

Model significance .000   
 

 
 
 

The r-squared for this model is .407 with an adjusted r-square of .394.  The model 

significance is still .000.  The directionality of the betas as well as the betas themselves along 

with significance of the remaining variables is largely unaffected.   All independent variables 

included in the model are statistically significant at the .1 level.  Since the regression model 

has maintained stability after removing the insignificant variables, this offers greater support 

for hypotheses 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5c. 
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Conclusions 
 

Table 3.6 – Summary of Hypotheses – Study 2 
 

Hypothesis 
Supported? 

 
Hypothesis 3a: Reputation scores will have a positive 
effect on price dispersion 

Supported 

Hypothesis 3b: The number of customer ratings a seller 
has will have a positive effect on price dispersion 

Supported 

Hypothesis 3c: The presence of a brand logo will have a 
positive effect on price dispersion 

Not Supported 

Hypothesis 3d: Being designated as an Amazon.com 
Preferred seller will have a positive effect on price 
dispersion 

Not Supported 

Hypothesis 4a: Level of firm specialization will have a 
positive effect on price dispersion 

Supported 

Hypothesis 4b: The number of products offered for sale 
by a retailer will have a positive effect on price dispersion 

Supported 

Hypothesis 5a: The presence of additional customer 
service will have a positive effect on price dispersion 

Supported 

Hypothesis 5b: Processing time will have a positive effect 
on price dispersion 

Not Supported 

Hypothesis 5c: The presence of a return policy will have 
a positive effect on price dispersion 

Supported 

Hypothesis 5d: Restocking fees will have a positive effect 
on price dispersion 

Not Supported 

  
 

It has been shown that approximately 40% of the price dispersion in online retail 

marketplaces can be explained using various seller factors.  These results are interesting for 

numerous reasons.  First, while it has been established that seller factors are a driver of price 

dispersion on the web, some studies indicate that it actually explains a small amount of the 

dispersion (Pan et al., 2003; Ratchford et al., 2003) and that the impact is decreasing over 
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time (Pan et al., 2009).  The results found in previous research are not being debated here as 

those studies analyzed sellers across the web and not in a specific online marketplace.  

However, it does show that in online marketplaces, seller factors are very important drivers 

of price dispersion and they do explain a relative high amount of the variation. 

It has also been found that seller reputation specifically is a strong predictor of price 

dispersion in online marketplaces.  This reaffirms research which has shown the importance 

of understanding online reputation systems and their impact on consumers (Dellarocas, 2003; 

Houser & Wooders, 2006).  Additionally, these findings are consistent with previous price 

dispersion research, which has found that seller factors are a driver of online price dispersion 

(Venkatesan et al., 2007).   Due to the fact that these reputation scores were found to be so 

important in this market, they are explored in even greater depth in chapter 4 of this 

dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 4  
 

RECENT VS. ESTABLISHED REPUTATION AND THE ROLE 
OF BUYERS AND SELLERS CONCERNING PRICE 

DISPERSION 
 

Abstract 
  
Past research on price dispersion has found seller reputation to be a significant driver of 

price variation (Pan et al., 2009). Specifically, research has shown that reputation scores of 

an online retailer could explain price dispersion (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002).  However, this 

research has focused on only on seller’s lifetime scores. Year reputation ratings are made 

readily apparent to buyers which should indicate that it is an important source of 

information concerning a seller’s service quality in the long-term.  However, it is possible 

that over time sellers will change their customer service approach yielding higher or lower 

reputation scores in the short term, which may be affecting the price they are charging. In 

the Amazon.com marketplace, consumers have access to reputation scores not just over a 

seller’s total time of operation in the marketplace, but in the past year and 30 days as well.    

This study compares 30-day reputation ratings with year-long ratings to determine their 

impact on price dispersion on Amazon.com. It is found that year-long reputation ratings are 

a more powerful driver of price dispersion.  Additionally, an experimental approach is 

employed in order to examine how sellers use these reputation scores in order to price their 

offerings and how “tuned” these sellers are to consumers.  The results indicate that both 

buyers and sellers believe that long-term reputation scores have more value.  However, 

based on analysis of the reputation scores, sellers want to charge higher prices than 
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consumers are willing to pay, and sellers believe that consumers have higher levels of trust 

in the sellers than consumers actually do.   

Introduction 

In the online price dispersion literature, there have been numerous studies that have 

employed empirical analysis of the impact of retailer characteristics, seller differentiation, 

and market factors on price variation (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002; Lee & Gosain, 2002; Brown 

& Goolsbee, 2002; Pan et al., 2003; Ancarani & Shankar 2004,  Grover et al., 2006; 

Venkatesan et al., 2007).  While this research has been effective in explaining online price 

dispersion using these factors, it has been often cited that a limitation of price dispersion 

research is lack of information concerning seller sales levels, costs, and the method a seller 

uses to set their price (Pan et al., 2004; Venkatesan et al., 2007).  Additionally, few studies 

have analyzed consumers’ perspective, particularly what drives consumers to purchase from 

certain sellers over others.   

It has been established that feedback mechanisms are important to price dispersion since a 

seller’s reputation is a proxy for quality characteristics that consumers cannot observe prior 

to an online transaction (Melnik & Alm, 2002). If sellers could charge higher prices by 

having higher feedback ratings, then they have an incentive to deliver superior levels of 

service (Houser & Wooders, 2006).  Price dispersion researchers have investigated the 

impact of reputation scores on price and have found that reputation is a driver of price 

variation (Grover et al., 2006), although the relationship is not always positive as expected 

(Bayliss & Perloff, 2002).   
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The Amazon.com reputation system is unique in that it offers both consumers and sellers a 

multidimensional view of a seller’s reputation.  A seller’s reputation can be viewed for the 

past 30 days, 90 days, year and over the seller’s lifetime.  It has been established in study 2 

that a seller’s year long reputation scores are a significant driver of price dispersion.  

However, the comparative impact of the more recent 30 day scores has yet to be investigated.  

This is important since conflicts in reviews could create price dispersion.  Conflicting online 

product reviews have been analyzed in the price dispersion literature.  Grover et al. (2006) 

analyzed the level of variation in product reviews and based their research on the concept of 

information equivocality.  Information equivocality is present in situations with multiple, 

conflicting views among stakeholders (Kydd, 1989).  High equivocality means confusion and 

lack of understanding (Daft, Trevino, & Lengel, 1986).  For example, if five consumers 

reviewed a seller and all rated them the same, there is no equivocality.  However, if those 

five consumers all gave a seller a different rating, there would be high levels of equivocality. 

In situations of high equivocality, consumers cannot easily cope with the ambiguity 

(Koufterous, Vonderembse, & Jayaram, 2005). The situations are likely to be present in e-

markets where consumers cannot effectively interact with most products.  It has also been 

shown that consumer rely on each other to reduce quality uncertainty (Chen & Wu, 2004), 

because feedback from others serves as a quality index for a product, reduces information 

uncertainty and confers a high degree of confidence to a purchasing decision (Schuber & 

Ginsburg, 2000).  However variation in feedback increases equivocality.   

Differences in quality perceptions lead consumers to different conclusions about how much 

they are willing to pay (Grover et al., 2006).  Grover et al. analyzed the variation in product 
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ratings as a measure of equivocality and found that conflicting product reviews increases 

price dispersion. 

The multidimensional nature of seller reputation scores on Amazon.com show great potential 

for information equivocality.  Many sellers could have good (poor) reputation scores in the 

past year, however poor (good) scores in the past month.  Hence, since this research has been 

established in the price dispersion literature, the first goal of this study is to determine which 

type of reputation is a more important driver of price dispersion as this would highlight 

which form of reputation managers should focus on optimizing and which type price 

dispersion researchers should focus on in future studies.   

To offer insight into the effect of these scores on price dispersion, basic regression analysis 

from data collected for study 2 is highlighted in tables 4.1 and 4.2 below, which shows the 

impact of 30 day and year-long scores on price dispersion in that market.  As with study 2, 

the dependent variable is percent variation from average price.   

 
Table 4.1 – Effect of Year Reputation Scores on Price Dispersion 

 
IV B T sig 

(Constant) -.028 -.470 .639 

Year Score -.011 -8.999 .000 

Yearscore85to100 2.780 7.792 .000 

Yearscore85to100int -.033 -8.047 .000 

Yearscoresq .000 9.882 .000 

Model statistics    

R-Square .202   

Adjusted R-Square .196   

Model significance .000   
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Table 4.2 – Effect of 30 Day Reputation Scores on Price Dispersion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

This shows that 30-day reputation scores explain approximately 1.7% of price dispersion in 

the Amazon.com online marketplace which is much lower than the 19.6% which is explained 

by year scores.  These tables offer interesting results, however they do not note the direct 

effect of these scores on prices, or any insight into how consumers use them and whether 

sellers consider these scores when setting prices.  There are very few online price dispersion 

research studies that analyze the perspective of sellers to determine how they formulate 

prices and how consumers respond to these prices (Pan et al., 2004; Venkatesan, et al., 2007).  

In order to fill the gap in this literature, an experimental approach is employed to determine 

the impact of these reputation systems on sellers as well as consumers.  To provide the 

necessary foundation for this endeavor, the concept of reputation will be more thoroughly 

analyzed and relevant consumer behavior theories which show the potential for differences 

between how sellers predict the behavior of consumers how consumers actually respond will 

be discussed. 

IV B t sig 

(Constant) -.061 -1.468 .143 

30 Day Score .001 .409 .683 

30dayscore85to100 1.052 2.688 .007 

30dayscore85to100int -.012 -2.658 .008 

30dayscoresq .000 .691 .490 

Model statistics    

R-Square .025   

Adjusted R-Square .017   

Model significance .015   
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Hypothesis Development 

This study draws from research from concerning base rate/case rates, reputation systems, 

trust and knowledge calibration.  The relevance of these concepts to the current study is 

discussed in this section. 

Base Rate vs. Case Rate  
 
Ofir and Lynch (1984) examined the “base rate case rate phenomena” which describes how 

consumers make judgments under uncertainty.  Base rate/case rate studies assume that both 

cues offer a certain probability of the occurrence of some event (Dickson, 1982), and the 

base-rate is considered distributional information, while the case rate is singular or more 

specific information.  When both of these rates are presented to respondents, many authors 

have found the existence of the base rate fallacy, which is the tendency to ignore or 

underutilize the base rate information (Kahneman & Tversky, 1973).   

Ofir and Lynch (1984) found that base rates were not ignored as previous research asserted, 

but when very relevant case cues were presented, respondents tended to focus on the case 

cue. The base rate/case rate phenomenon does offer some insight to the study at hand since it 

deals with two opposing views and how they impact consumer judgment.   

 If 1 year ratings were considered the base rate and 30 day ratings were considered the case 

rate, then one could assume based off of Ofir and Lynch’s (1984) work that the utilization of 

the consumers’ willingness to pay a higher price would depend on the level of the cues, 

which in the case of the Amazon.com marketplace, would be the percentages associated with 

each score.   
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While the base rate case rate literature shows that the usage of recent or established 

reputation scores could be dependent on the actual percentage breakdown of each, reputation 

theory is analyzed in order to offer insight into which type of score will be favored by 

consumers and sellers. 

Reputation theory 

Reputation systems collect information on the past behavior of a seller, and make that 

information available for other consumers to view (Resnick et al., 2006).  The theoretical 

basis for seller reputation is grounded in economic literature. Klein and Leffler (1981) noted 

that economists have long considered reputations and brand names to be private devices that 

assure contract performance in the absence of third party enforcers.  Reputation systems can 

be viewed as a private contract enforcement mechanism, which relies upon the value to the 

firm of repeat sales to satisfied customers as a means of preventing nonperformance.  Shapiro 

(1983) notes that in markets that have reputation systems, sellers can always increase profits 

in the short-run by reducing the quality of the products they are offering to consumers.  This 

would yield immediate cost savings while the effect on reputation is a long term effect.  

Consumers would rely on the long term reputation of a firm to purchase what they believe to 

be a high quality product, and firms would reap profits from them, at least in the short-term, 

due to the impact of reduced costs. Hence firms would choose the faithful strategy of keeping 

quality high only if they are earning profits from it (Shapiro, 1983).   

Simple analysis of reputation scores shows that such form of reputation abuse could perhaps 

be prevalent for online retailers as well. However, instead of reducing product quality, these 

retailers could reduce costs via slower and more cost efficient shipping, less staff to handle 
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customer issues or by creating more strict return policies.  Most reputation rating systems 

found online are star ratings on a scale of 1-5, such as those found on EBay, Amazon.com, 

Epinions etc., that are representative a firm’s long-term service quality.   It is quite possible 

for a firm to abuse their reputation in the short term if they have a strong established history.  

Take the following example into consideration: 

For a firm with 10,000 reviews who has a 4.9 star rating, if they chose to reduce quality and 

buyers begin to review them as a 1 out of 5, then after 250 ratings, their score will drop to 

4.8.   

For a firm with 100,000 reviews and a 4.9 rating, if they reduce quality it would take over 

2500 buyer reviews of 1 out of five before their rating drops to 4.8.  It would take over 

10,000 minimal reviews to drop below a 4.0 rating. 

Minimally, one can assert that there is at least potential for seller abuse in such a system; 

however the Amazon.com marketplace offers buyers even more information concerning 

reputation scores. Consumers in this marketplace the ability to view seller reputation on the 

basis of percent positive, percent negative and percent neutral over different time periods.  

Once can easily view how customers have rated a seller in the past 30 days, 90 days, year and 

lifetime.  This information can show consumers if a seller has been performing better worse 

or about the same over these time periods.   

Shapiro (1983) notes that in markets where consumers cannot observe quality prior to their 

purchase, sellers can, at least for one period of time, surprise their customers with lower 

quality than expected.   He notes in his theoretical model, that once sellers build up a strong 
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enough reputation to be trusted, there is an incentive for sellers to reduce quality and harvest 

short-run gains before buyers catch on.   

Shapiro (1983) also states that when consumers rely on sellers’ reputations, a seller who 

chooses to enter the high quality segment of the market has an incentive to invest in his 

reputation via the production of quality merchandise.  In the context of online seller ratings, 

Shapiro’s research would indicate that sellers have an incentive to create satisfaction through 

service quality for current buyers in order to gain a stronger quantified reputation rating.  It is 

also noted that during this period, the seller must sell the product at less than cost since the 

seller cannot command those prices associated with high quality until the reputation is 

established.  Eventually the seller will be able to exchange the items at a higher price once 

this establishment has been made, harvesting the value of the initial investment in goodwill.  

These premiums serve a crucial role in inducing sellers to maintain their reputations.  

Without these premiums, quality reductions would be employed by the seller as they would 

not have an incentive to spend more money on creating higher quality merchandise. 

This research indicates that reputations are an important part of exchanges.  Particularly, it 

appears as though reputations are expected to take time to formulate and that retailers attempt 

to establish a reputation over the long term so that they may then charge higher prices.  The 

theoretical grounding of reputation points to the notion that reputation cannot be established 

very quickly and while consumers use reputation as measure of quality, they are unlikely to 

use short-term indicators of reputation when long term indicators are available.  Also, as 

indicated by Shapiro (1983), sellers must set low prices in the short-term in order to establish 

a reputation and attach a higher price to their offering.  This indicates that sellers believe that 
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consumers value long-term reputation more than a short-term measure of reputation.  In 

empirical research, it has been found that sellers with low reputation scores are unstable and 

many were found to leave the market over time, likely due to the fact that their reputation 

score hindered their ability to sell their products since their low scores made them 

unattractive to consumers (Grover et al., 2006).  This indicates that consumers use long-term 

reputation scores when deciding on which seller to purchase from.   Additionally, long-term 

reputation scores have been found to be significant drivers of online price dispersion in 

empirical research (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002; Grover et al., 2006).  Hence from a theoretical 

and empirical perspective there is support for the notion that long-term reputation scores are 

indicators of quality.  Therefore, the following hypotheses are offered: 

Hypothesis 6a: Consumers are more likely to choose to buy from a seller with high 

long-term reputation scores than from a seller with high short-term reputation scores. 

Hypothesis 6b: Sellers believe that consumers are more likely to choose to buy from a 

seller with high long-term reputation scores than from a seller with high short-term 

reputation scores. 

Shapiro’s research concerning reputation offers insight into which type of reputation 

consumers prefer to analyze when choosing a seller and which type of reputation sellers 

prefer to have.  The next step is to determine how consumers respond to these reputation 

scores when they are deciding how much they are willing to pay for a product being offered 

by a seller.  As will be highlighted in the next section, the prices that consumers are willing 

to pay are heavily influenced by trust. 
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Trust and Reputation Scores 
 
Trust can mitigate information asymmetry by reducing risk in transactions which allows for 

the creation of price premiums from reputable sellers (Ba & Pavlou, 2002).  Trust has been 

well research as it has been dubbed crucial for online transactions due to the impersonal 

nature of such exchanges (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000).   It is also noted that trust can 

provide buyers with high expectations of satisfying exchange relationships (Hawes, Kenneth, 

& Swan, 1989).  This research shows that trust, could in fact, improve the effectiveness of a 

market. 

Trust is important because of its relationship to a firm’s reputation.  Some have argued that 

reputation is even more important to online retailers due to the fact that they cannot offer an 

abundance of cues such as extravagant store designs, attractive decors or interactions with 

well trained sales/customer service personnel (Bruce et al., 2004).  This investment allows 

firms such as Starbucks, Armani and other high end retailers to charge higher prices than 

many of their competitors that cannot afford such expenses.   In the online world, attractive 

websites can be easily created and mimicked; hence buyers can, do and should look for other 

cues to communicate trust.  This appears to be the motivation behind reputation systems that 

have been developed by Amazon, EBay and others since it has been established that trust has 

the potential to dramatically improve the effectiveness of a market (Adler, 2001).  These 

systems can facilitate trust.   

Trust is a very important concept in online markets because it highlights why not all 

consumers will simply choose the lowest price seller for the product they are searching for.   

Ba and Pavlou’s (2002) discussion of the importance of trust notes that consumers who are 
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primarily concerned with quality will choose the highest price option, those who are risk 

averse or financially constrained will be apt to choose the lowest price, and there are others 

who will attempt to process all available information to come to the best price versus value 

combination that suits them.  There may indeed be many sellers who try to capture different 

segments of consumers in such a situation.  Some can focus on promotion prices to attract 

risk averse consumers; others can follow a high price strategy by signaling quality through 

advertising (Wolinsky, 1983), warranties (Lutz, 1989) or brand reputation (Tsao, Pitt & 

Berthon, 2006).   Grover et al. (2006) contends that in online markets, sellers have an 

understanding of the information available to consumers and they will take advantage of it by 

segmenting markets based on prices. It remains to be seen if such strategies would be 

effective in the Amazon.com marketplace since it appears as though a majority of sellers are 

unknown, hence it would be difficult for sellers to signal quality through advertising.  

However this could also mean that sellers who want to charge higher prices could focus on 

their reputation scores to signal quality service.   

Previous research indicates: sellers with strong long-term reputation scores have the capacity 

to charge price premiums for their offering (Shapiro, 1983), that reputation systems convey 

trust (Adler, 2001), and that trust and price a positively related (Ba & Pavlou, 2002).  

Therefore, the following hypotheses are offered: 

Hypothesis 7a: Consumers will trust sellers with high long-term reputation scores more 

than sellers with high short-term reputation scores 

Hypothesis 7b: Consumers will be willing to pay a higher price from sellers with high 

long-term reputation scores than from sellers with high short-term reputation scores 
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Seller Price Formulation 

Interestingly, despite the extensive research in the area of online price dispersion, there is 

little information concerning managerial decision making.  This is likely due to the fact that 

online price dispersion research is fundamentally limited by the inaccessibility of supply side 

information (Venkatesan et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2009).  However, while analyzing consumer 

decision making under the various seller reputation score cues via surveys, it would be 

interesting to gain further insight into how people respond to these scores from a seller’s 

perspective. While research that directly examines the relationship between online seller 

ratings and how (and if) sellers use that information has not been established, there are some 

relevant studies that can offer some insight. 

Concerning the use of ratings as a measurement of performance, Makiney (1998) analyzed 

the extent to which supervisors use feedback from outside sources in making performance 

judgments.  He notes that it has been established in the psychology literature that 

performance ratings of multiple sources often disagree (Harris & Schubroeck, 1988; Landy 

& Farr, 1980).  Makiney determined how managers use ratings of their performance to alter 

their behavior.  Supervisors gave employees an initial performance judgment followed by 

conflicting judgments from one of their peers or the employee themselves.  He found that 

supervisors were more likely to alter their performance when the feedback comes from their 

peers rather than from the employee.   

This research shows that managers may be using the ratings offered by consumers to 

influence prices; however, there is a significant chance that they will offer a price different 

from what consumers expect based on the seller’s reputation score.  There are empirical 
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models that show how certain factors are associated with online prices.  However, we still do 

not know much about how sellers are using this information to set prices, let alone how 

consumers are responding.  While research into trust, information equivocality, managerial 

use of feedback scores, and the base rate case rate phenomena will show how consumers are 

responding to reputation mechanisms, there is still little information highlighting how sellers 

use reputation information to set prices and if the prices they set match consumer 

expectations.  A knowledge calibration paradigm will be employed to highlight whether there 

are key differences in the prices that sellers attach to their offerings based on reputation 

scores and the prices that consumers are willing to pay from them based on the reputation 

scores.  This paradigm is well suited to price dispersion research as it has been established 

that willingness to pay tasks are commonly employed. (Alba & Hutchinson, 2000; Pulford 

and Colman, 1996). 

Knowledge calibration 
 
The calibration of consumer knowledge is defined as “the agreement between objective and 

subjective assessments of the validity of information—particularly the information used in 

decision making” (Alba & Hutchinson, 2000, p. 123).  Among other phenomena, this 

research has analyzed perceived differences along specific dimensions of competing options 

(Russo, Meloy, and Medvec, 1998). 

The goal of calibration research is to determine if there are significant differences between 

these subjective and objective assessments.  The most frequently employed measure of 

calibration is the mean over/under confidence score, which is the difference between the 

subjective assessment and the objective assessment (Alba & Hutchinson, 2000).  For 
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example, if someone believes that the market value of a product they wish to sell is 11 

dollars, but the actual market value is 10 dollars, then that person has an overconfidence 

score of 10%.   

One of the key findings of calibration research is that there are generally correlations 

between subjective and objective assessments (Keren, 1991).  This means that while 

respondents may be overconfident or underconfident, they generally see the same 

relationships.  While it has been established in the previous sections that reputation has a 

positive effect on trust (Bruce et al., 2004; Adler, 2001) and price (Tsao, Pitt & Berthon, 

2006; Grover et al., 2006), and that consumers expect to use a sellers reputation in 

formulating their evaluations of sellers, it is expected that sellers will also display similar 

evaluations.  As it is expected that consumers will more favorably evaluate sellers who have 

high year long scores, it is expected that seller’s beliefs about consumer evaluation will be 

correlated with the actual consumer evaluations. Hence the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 8a: Sellers believe that consumers will trust retailers with high long-term 

reputation scores more than sellers with high short-term reputation scores 

Hypothesis 8b: Sellers believe that consumers will be willing to pay a higher price from 

sellers with high long-term reputation scores than from sellers with high short-term 

reputation scores 

Generally it is found that most respondents are overconfident in their evaluations (Keren, 

1991; Harvey, Koehler, and Ayton, 1997; Koehler and Harvey, 1997).  Observed 

overconfidence levels tend to be between 1% and 15%, but higher levels have been found in 

exceptional cases (Alba & Hutchinson, 2000).  Sellers attach a price to the product they are 
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selling and offer it on a marketplace they are doing so because they believe that consumers 

are willing to pay that price for the offering.  There is a measure of uncertainty in this 

endeavor and it was expected in calibration research that overconfidence would be decreased 

because of the inherent uncertainty of future events (Ronis & Yates, 1987).  However, results 

have actually shown that prediction can suffer from overconfidence (Carlson, 1993).  This 

has been found to be especially true when the future events are viewed as desirable (Pulford 

& Colman, 1996), likely due to the unrealistic optimism people attach to personally relevant 

outcomes (Perloff & Fetzer, 1986; Weinstein, 1980).  This is applicable to the situation of 

sellers when they are pricing their products and offering them for sale in online marketplaces 

since it has also been established that people overestimate their ability to succeed in 

competitive situations (Camerer and Lovallo, 1999; Cooper, Woo, and Dunkelberg, 1988; 

Larwood and Whittaker, 1977).  Also there is research that indicates why sellers might be 

trying to charge higher prices. It has been shown that those forecasting certain events, such as 

sales, believe they can outperform a rule even when others have not (Arkes, Dawes, and 

Christensen, 1986).   

In an actual competitive environment sellers may be charging higher prices based on their 

reputation scores, but consumers do not purchase the seller’s offering.  In that case, the seller 

should learn from that and improve their calibration.  There was an expectation that 

calibration should improve when receiving feedback from the environment (Alba & 

Hutchinson, 2000). However, the problem is that the environment does not always provide 

the feedback necessary to improve decision making.  It has been found that calibration does 

not improve over time (Glenberg and Epstein, 1985).  Hence sellers offering high prices may 
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keep them high over time.  Additionally it has been shown that judgments of others on 

various dimensions are overconfident (Dunning, Griffin, Milojkovic, & Ross, 1990; West 

1996).   

While it is expected that sellers see the same correlations that consumers do in terms of 

reputation score and its impact on price and trust, existing research all seems to indicate that 

overconfidence is likely, hence the following hypotheses are offered: 

Hypothesis 9a:  Based on feedback scores, sellers believe consumers associate higher 

levels of trust with reputation scores than they actually do 

Hypothesis 9b:  Based on feedback scores, sellers believe that consumers will pay higher 

prices for an offering then they are actually willing to pay 

Reputation Scores and Judgment of Sellers 
 
Figure 4.1 below, offers an overview of the expected relationship between reputation and 

judgment of a retailer. 

Figure 4.1 – A Conceptual Judgment/Choice Model of Price 
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This model shows that when faced with a situation where there are two different sellers 

offering the same exact product for the same price, consumers will analyze the sellers’ 

feedback ratings in order to determine which one to choose to buy from.  If those sellers have 

similar numerical scores that differ in year and in the past 30 days, it is hypothesized that 

consumers will trust the seller with higher year scores over the seller with high 30 day scores 

(H6a).  For example, if seller 1 has a positive score of 99 in the past year and 80 in the past 

30 days, and seller 2 has a positive score of 100 in the past 30 days and 80 in the past year, 

consumers would choose to buy from seller 1.  The higher year reputation scores of seller 1 

are also expected to impact consumers’ level of trust and the price they would be willing to 

pay the seller for the product.  Specifically it is hypothesized that a seller with high year 

scores will convey greater levels of trust to consumers (H7a) and that consumers would 

hence be willing to pay a higher price for the product from that seller (H7b), when compared 

to another seller who has lower year scores who is offering the same product.  

From a seller perspective, it is expected that sellers who are making a judgment about 

consumer beliefs based on their seller reputation ratings, that sellers will make judgments 

which are correlated with consumer judgments.  Hence, as consumers are expected to choose 

the seller with high year scores, sellers believe that consumers will choose the seller with 

high year scores (H6b).  Sellers are also expected to view the same relationships between 

year reputation scores and price as well as trust.  Hence sellers should associate higher levels 

of trust (H8a) and price (H8b) with the seller who has higher year reputation scores than the 

seller with high 30 day reputation scores.  Despite the fact that these consumer and seller 

responses are similar, it is expected that sellers will be overconfident in their judgments.  
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Specifically, while both consumers and sellers are expected to associate higher levels of trust 

and price with sellers who have higher year reputation scores, it is expected that the trust 

(H9a) and price (H9b) judgments of sellers will be higher than consumer judgments.  In order 

to test the presented hypotheses an experiment is employed.  The research design and 

methodology is described in depth in the next section. 

 

Methodology 
 

Subjects 
 
Temple University students participated as part of a subject pool and for extra credit.  There 

were 258 total respondents (127 males and 131 females).    This research was approved by 

the Temple University Institutional Review Board.  The task was self paced and took 

approximately 20 minutes to complete. 

Stimuli 
 
A survey was carefully constructed to place respondents in a situation where they had to 

make judgments concerning price and trust of an online seller of a digital camera. 

Respondents were given an example of how the reputation scores operate, and were shown a 

picture of a digital camera.  However a description of the product was not offered as pre-tests 

indicate that some respondents were confused about whether they were rating the product or 

the seller.  Only a picture of the camera was given and there were no visible brand names or 

descriptions of the product.  Respondents were shown two sellers along with their reputation 

scores.  The format of these scores was set up in a similar fashion as those on Amazon.com.  

The number of ratings a seller received in a certain timeframe is visible as well as the 
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percentage of reviews which were counted as positive, negative or neutral.  Figure 4.2 below 

highlights the scores shown to respondents: 

Figure 4.2 – Seller Reputation Scores Shown to Respondents 
 
 
                Seller 1                     Seller 2 
 

Seller 
Feedback   
 

30 days     1 
Year 

 Seller 

Feedback   

 
30 days      1 

Year 

 Positive 
reviews of 
seller  100% 90% 

 Positive 
reviews 
of seller  90% 99% 

Neutral 
reviews of 
seller 0% 0% 

 Neutral 
reviews 
of seller 0% 0% 

Negative 
reviews of 
seller 0% 10% 

 Negative 
reviews 
of seller 10% 1% 

Number 
of 
Reviews  25 153 

 Number 
of 
Reviews  25 153 

 
 
Each group viewed 2 sets of reputation scores.  One set of these scores has very high 30 day 

reviews, the other set has very high year scores.  The number of reviews was set as 25 for 30 

day reviews and 153 for year reviews.  Results of pretest surveys indicated that online 

shoppers begin to question a seller’s quality when their positive rating is at 90 or below.  

Additionally, analysis of data from study 1 indicates that approximately 13% of sellers had a 

positive score of 90 or below.  This indicates that most sellers are above this score and offers 

further support for the notion that a positive score of 90 would cause consumers to perceive 

that the seller may have had service quality issues during that timeframe.  Hence, 90% will 

be used as the cue to signal lower quality in a given time period.   
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100% and 99% positive was used to signal high quality.  100% positive is the maximum 

attainable score and should communicate high quality service in the time period.  Analysis of 

reputation scores in study 1 indicated that 77 out of 593 sellers had 100% positive feedback 

indicating that this is a realistic score for 30 day ratings.  The use of 99% as a cue for positive 

scores in the long-term is a necessity due to the fact that these sellers have negative scores in 

the short-term and long-term ratings also include short-term ratings.  If in the past 30 days, a 

seller has negative ratings, they must be reflected in their year scores as well.  Since this 

study requires one of the sellers to have a 90% 30 day positive score, 100% could not be used 

for year reputation scores as it could create confusion for respondents. However pretesting 

and analysis of open ended questions indicates that 99% positive scores are still high enough 

to communicate high service quality for a seller during that time period. 

Design 
 
There are numerous forms of calibration research, however, the form that suits this research 

the best is a valid-indicator paradigm.  In such research, an independent and valid indicator 

of the correctness of the responses provided by subjects is required in order to the evaluation 

of the respondent with the actual results (Alba & Hutchinson 2000).  Following this 

paradigm, respondents were assigned to one of two conditions, the buyer role or the seller 

role.  Subjects in the seller role (n=138) were required to analyze the ratings of each seller 

and make a judgment as to how much they believe consumers would trust them if they were 

seller one and seller two, as well as how much they believe consumers would pay if they 

were each seller.  This forms the subjective assessment that will be compared with the valid 

indicator from those in the consumer role.   
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There are numerous factors which indicate that students can perform accurate judgments in 

this role effectively.  First, 77 of the respondents had experience with online selling. Analysis 

was run with these respondents removed and the results were similar.  This indicates that 

respondents without online selling experience offered comparable responses to those without 

experience.  This offers support for the validity of using students in the seller role.  

Additionally, in the Amazon.com marketplace, there exist numerous sellers that may have 

very limited online selling experience.  Setting up seller accounts and offering products for 

sale on the Amazon.com marketplace is much simpler than starting up a business, online or 

traditional.  This means that those without any selling or even business experience can 

attempt to sell products in this marketplace. Analysis of the data from study one indicates 

that there are numerous sellers on this marketplace who have limited experience.  The data 

showed that 54 out of 562 sellers had zero ratings in study 1.  Additionally, 91 out of 562 had 

between 1 and 49 ratings.   While number of ratings are not a perfect measure of the number 

of sales a seller has on a marketplace, this does show some evidence indicating that certain 

sellers lack experience in these marketplaces.  This offers greater support for the use of 

students in the seller role. 

Subjects in the buyer role (n=120) chose which seller they prefer to purchase from.  After 

this, the subjects responded to questions asking for their level of trust in each seller and the 

highest.  These responses are the valid indicator for which seller responses are compared to.  

113 respondents in this role have experience buying products online, indicating that they can 

accurately perform the required tasks in the role of buyers.   
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Procedure 
 
The survey used for this experiment was 3 pages in length.  The directions on the first page 

established the role for the respondents.  For sellers they were told “Assume that you are a 

seller of products on the Internet and you are trying to sell the camera shown below.”  Buyers 

were told “Assume that you are planning on buying the camera shown below on the Internet.  

You are currently evaluating online sellers of this product.”   

After the directions, respondents were shown an identical picture of the camera.  Following 

this, a more detailed description of the situation was offered to respondents.  For buyers they 

were informed that the sellers of this product have been operating in an online marketplace in 

which customers can evaluate those sellers and that these reviews reflect the seller’s service 

quality and not the product they are offering.  Sellers were offered the same description, 

however, instead of stating: “sellers have been operating in an online marketplace…”, these 

respondents were told “you have been operating in an online marketplace…”  This text 

reinforces the seller role for this group.  An example of the seller reputation system was then 

offered to all respondents.  This is shown below in figure 4.3: 

Figure 4.3 – Example Reputation Scores Shown to Respondents 
 

Example – Seller X 
 

Seller 
Feedback   

30 
days   

   1 
Year 

Positive  90% 85% 
Neutral  0% 0% 
Negative  10% 15% 
Number 
of 
Reviews  10 60 
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In this example, Seller X has sold to a total of 60 customers in the past year.  85% of those 

customers noted they had a positive experience with the seller and 15% said they had a 

negative experience.  10 of these customers did business with the seller in the past 30 days.  

90% of them noted they had a positive experience with the seller and 10% noted they had a 

negative experience with the seller.  Interviews with pretest respondents indicated that this 

example was sufficient and easy to understand. 

After this, the buyers and sellers were shown two different sellers as shown in figure 4.2.  

Consumers were first asked to indicate which seller they would prefer to purchase the 

product from.  After this they were asked: “On a scale of 1 to 10 (one being the lowest and 

ten being highest) how much do you trust seller 1?”  The same question was asked for seller 

2.  Those in the seller role were asked: “If you were seller 1, how much do you think 

consumers would trust you on a scale of 1 to 10 (one being the lowest and ten being 

highest)?”  This reinforces the seller role while asking about the seller’s beliefs about 

consumers.  This question was repeated for seller 2.   

As noted by Ba and Pavlou (2002), it is optimal for experiments employing trust to use 

multiple measures of trust, and to employ established rating scales.  However, given the 

nature of this study, this is not the most advantageous approach for numerous reasons.  First, 

the scale had to be easily and simply modified for buyers and sellers.  They could not be 

asked the same exact question to indicate trust since consumers are asked how much they 

trust a seller and for those in the seller group they had to be asked how much they believe 

consumers trust a given seller.  Hence a simple easy to understand scale had to be employed.  

Pretests indicate the questions used on this survey and the scale of 1-10 were effective and 
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easy to understand.  Additionally, it is best for this experiment if only one question 

concerning trust was asked for each seller.  Multiple questions concerning trust for each 

seller could lead respondents when they make their price formulation.  Such concerns are 

alleviated with experiments which are also supported with empirical data, however since 

empirical data was not used to support this experiment, the best approach is to use a single 

measure of trust.   

After the trust questions, all respondents were told that the camera sells for between 80 and 

140 dollars in various Internet retail stores.  This cue was employed as it reinforces the 

notion that respondents were viewing a product being sold by numerous sellers, and it also 

offers a range for which respondents could base their next answers.  This was required to 

product stability in responses to the next question.  The range offered is similar to price 

ranges for lower end digital cameras on the Amazon.com marketplace.   

After this, consumers were asked: “What is the highest price you would pay if you bought 

the camera from seller 1?”  This question was also repeated for the second seller.  The 

question for sellers was: “If you were seller 1, what is the highest price you think consumers 

would pay for this camera?”  The wording of this question was chosen to further reinforce 

the seller role.  The same question was asked for seller 2.  As noted in Alba & Hutchinson 

(2000), asking respondents the price they are willing to pay is commonly employed in 

knowledge calibration research.   

After completing this task, demographic questions were asked, the details of which are 

offered in the next section.   
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Descriptive Statistics and Validity Controls 
 
There were 258 total respondents (127 males and 131 females).  Respondents were asked 

questions to determine their familiarity with the product, experience with selling products 

online, experience buying products online, their use of online customer reviews.  Out of the 

258 respondents: 192 were familiar or very familiar with digital cameras, 236 have purchased 

a product online, 77 have sold a product online, and 131 have read seller reviews.  These 

factors were found to not have any impact on the results.  

To test for potential order effects and the impact of the number of ratings each seller had.  61 

respondents were given a survey instrument with the retailer rating in reverse order.  In order 

to determine if respondents were basing their choice of retailer strictly upon number of 

ratings, 102 respondents were given a survey in which the long term score was increased 

from 153 to 1503. Multivariate tests were employed to determine if order effects or the 

number of ratings for each seller had any impact on judgment of retailers.  There were no 

significant effects for these variables. 

Results 
 
Table 4.3 below offers a summary of the results for this study: 
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Table 4.3 Summary of Results 
 

Hypothesis Role 
Dependent 

Variable 
Expected difference Confirmed? 

6a Consumer Choice 
High Year Rating Seller > High 30 Day 

Rating Seller 
Yes*** 

6b Seller Choice 
High Year Rating Seller > High 30 Day 

Rating Seller 
Yes*** 

7a Consumer Trust 
High Year Rating Seller > High 30 Day 

Rating Seller 
Yes*** 

7b Consumer Price 
High Year Rating Seller > High 30 Day 

Rating Seller 
Yes*** 

8a Seller Trust  
High Year Rating Seller > High 30 Day 

Rating Seller 
Yes*** 

8b Seller Price 
High Year Rating Seller > High 30 Day 

Rating Seller 
Yes*** 

9a Comparison Trust  
Seller beliefs about consumer 

judgment > Actual consumer judgment 

Partial 

Support 

9b Comparison Price 
Seller beliefs about consumer 

judgment > Actual consumer judgment 
Yes*** 

 
 

This analysis employed chi-square tests for hypotheses 6a and 6b, and t-tests for hypotheses 

7a, 7b, 8a, 8b, 9a, and 9b.  

 
Table 4.4 Choice of Seller 

 

Seller 
Chosen 

Seller Buyer Total 

High 30 
Day 

Scores 
34 20 54 

High 
year 

scores 
104 100 204 

Total  138 120 258 
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Table 4.5 – Chi square test of choice among role 
 

Test Value df 
Asymp. 
Sig. (2-
sided) 

Pearson 
Chi-

Square 
2.464a 1 0.116 

 
 

Table 4.4 shows the choice of seller made by respondents.  204 out of 258 of respondents 

chose the seller with high year scores.  The chi-square test (table 4.5) indicates that this 

choice was not dependent upon whether the respondent was in the role of buyer or seller 

(p>.1). 

Table 4.6 – Choice of Sellers – Buyer’s Perspective 

Seller 
Chosen 

Observed 
N 

Expected 
N Residual 

High 30 
Day 

Scores 
20 60 -40 

High year 
scores 

100 60 40 

Total 120     

 

Table 4.7 – Choice of Sellers – Buyer’s Perspective Chi Square 

Test Seller 
Chosen 

Chi-Square 53.333 

df 1 

Asymp. Sig. 0 
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Table 4.6 shows that out of the 120 respondents in the buyer role, 100 of them chose the 

seller with high year scores.  The chi-square test highlighted in table 4.7 indicates that this 

difference is statistically significant (p<.001).  This offers support for hypothesis 6a. 

Table 4.8 – Choice of Seller – Seller’s Perspective 

Seller 
Chosen 

Observed 
N 

Expected 
N Residual 

High 30 
Day Scores 

34 69 -35 

High year 
scores 

104 69 35 

Total 138     

 

Table 4.9 – Choice of Seller – Seller’s Perspective Chi Square 

 

 
 

 

 

As indicated by table 4.8, out of 138 sellers, 104 of them indicated that consumers would 

prefer to purchase from the retailer with high year scores.  The chi-square test (table 4.9) 

indicates that this finding is statistically significant (p<.001).  This supports hypothesis 6b.    

Table 4.10 – Overall Differences in Trust and Price 
 

Variable 
High 30 Day Score 

Seller 
High Year Score 

Seller T N 

Mean Trust Score 7.1068*** 8.1554*** 8.128 222 

Mean Price 101.58*** 113.06*** 8.494 255 

*p<.05 

   **p<.01 

  ***p<.001 

  

Test Seller 
Chosen 

Chi-Square 35.507a 

df 1 

Asymp. Sig. 0 
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As noted in table 4.10, out of all respondents, retailers with high year scores were associated 

with higher levels of trust.  Retailers with high year scores were rated 8.1554 out of 10 and 

retailers with high 30 day scores were given a trust rating of 7.1068 out of 10.  This 

difference is statistically significant (p<.001).  Mean prices assigned to the 2 retailers also 

indicate preference for retailers with high year scores.  The average price judgment of 

retailers with high year scores is 113.06 while the average price judgment of retailers with 30 

day scores is 101.58, and this difference is statistically significant (p<.001).   

Table 4.11 – Differences in Trust and Price – Seller Perceptions 
 

Variable 
High 30 Day Score 

Seller 
High Year Score 

Seller T N 

Trust 7.3009*** 8.3647*** 5.296 102 

Price 107.44*** 116.04*** 4.46 136 

*p<.05 

**p<.01 

***p<.001 

 

By analyzing data strictly from the respondents in the seller role, a clear preference is found.  

As highlighted in table 4.11, respondents in the seller believed that consumers would trust the 

retailer with high year scores more that sellers with high 30 day scores.  The trust levels 

associated with each are 8.3647 for the retailer with high year scores and 7.3009 for the seller 

with high 30 day scores (p<.001). Hence, hypothesis 8a is indeed supported. In addition, the 

price judgments are 116.04 for retailers with high year scores and 107.44 for retailers with 

high 30 day scores (p<.001).  This offers support for hypothesis 8b. 
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Table 4.12 – Differences in Trust and Price – Buyer Perspective 
 

Type of Retailer 
High 30 Day Score 

Seller 
High Year Score 

Seller T N 

Trust 6.9416*** 7.9775*** 6.18 120 

Price 94.87*** 109.66*** 8.016 119 

*p<.05 

**p<.01 

***p<.001 

 
 
Table 4.12 shows that respondents in the buyer role also seemed to favor retailers with high 

long-term scores in their judgments.  The average trust associated with retailers who boast 

high 30 day scores is  6.9416 is smaller than the results for those with high year scores 

(7.9775, p<.001). This offers support for hypothesis 7a.  In terms of price, the average price 

that consumers are willing to pay is 94.87 for sellers with high 30 day scores and 109.66 for 

sellers with high year scores (p<.001).  This finding supports hypothesis 7b.   

Table 4.13 – Differences between Buyer and Sellers 

 

              Trust By Role                  Price By Role   

Type of 

Retailer Buyer Seller % Difference Buyer  Seller 

% 

Difference 

High 30 
Day Score 

Seller 6.9417 7.301 5.18 94.87*** 107.44*** 13.25 

High Year 
Score Seller 7.9775* 8.346* 4.62 109.66** 116.04** 5.82 

 
*p<.05 

**p<.01 

***p<.001 
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The means found for each type of respondent for each seller are compared in table 4.13.  It 

seems that sellers believe that consumers will pay a higher price than they are actually 

willing to.  If purchased from the retailer with the high 30 day scores, then consumers would 

be willing pay $94.87 and sellers believe they will pay $107.44 (p<.001).  The sellers are 

overconfident by 13.25%  For retailers with high year scores, consumers are willing to pay 

$109.66, but sellers think they will pay 116.04 on average (p<.01).  In this instance the seller 

is overconfident by 5.82%.  These findings support hypothesis 9b. 

Analysis of the trust variable shows that consumers gave the 30 day retailers a 6.9417 and 

sellers believed that the trust level would be 7.301.  This is a difference of 5.18% although it 

is not statistically significant (p>.1).  For retailers with high year scores, the average trust 

rating of buyers is 7.9775 and sellers believed it would be 8.346 (p<.05).  This indicates at 

4.62% degree of overconfidence and offers support hypothesis 9a. 

Conclusions 
 

Table 4.14 below offers a summary of the hypotheses for this study: 
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Table 4.14 – Summary of Hypotheses – Study 3 
 

Hypothesis Supported? 

Hypothesis 6a: Consumers will prefer to buy from a 
seller with high long-term reputation scores over a 
seller with high short-term reputation scores Supported*** 
Hypothesis 6b: Sellers believe that consumers will 
prefer to buy from a seller with high long-term 
reputation scores over a seller with high short-term 
reputation scores Supported*** 

Hypothesis 7a: Consumers will trust sellers with high 
long-term reputation scores more than sellers with high 
short-term reputation scores Supported*** 
Hypothesis 7b: Consumers will be willing to pay a 
higher price from sellers with high long-term 
reputation scores than from sellers with high short-
term reputation scores Supported*** 

Hypothesis 8a: Sellers believe that consumers will trust 
sellers with high long-term reputation scores more than 
sellers with high short-term reputation scores Supported*** 
Hypothesis 8b: Sellers believe that consumers will be 
willing to pay a higher price from sellers with high 
long-term reputation scores than from sellers with high 
short-term reputation scores Supported*** 

Hypothesis 9a:  Based on feedback scores, sellers will 
believe consumers associate higher levels of trust with 
reputation scores than they actually do Partially Supported 

Hypothesis 9b:  Based on feedback scores, sellers 
believe that consumers will pay higher prices for an 
offering then they are actually willing to pay Supported** 

 
 

 

The analysis performed in this study yields numerous interesting findings.  Of primary 

importance, there seems to be evidence that both consumers and sellers prefer long term 

reputation scores over short-term scores when making price judgments.  This is consistent 

*p<.05 

**p<.01 

***p<.001 
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with previous empirical work concerning the impact of long-term reputation (Grover et al., 

2006) as well as reputation theory which shows that sellers seek to establish strong overall 

reputations in order to charge price premiums (Shapiro, 1983).  Conversely it also shows that 

sellers may be able to actually lower service quality in the short-term in order to reap higher 

profits since short-term reputation scores comparatively do not have as strong of an impact 

on choice, prices or trust.  This too is consistent with theory (Shapiro, 1983). 

It should be noted there still were a number of respondents who did find the 30 day ratings 

more helpful.  Analysis of results from open ended questions showed that quite a few 

respondents trusted the 30 day ratings because they indicate how a seller is performing 

recently, and if the consumer is to buy something now, the current performance of the seller 

now is what is important to them.  The preference of 30 day scores over year scores could not 

be explained by role, buying experience, selling experience, product familiarity, or by any 

other descriptive factor asked in the survey instrument.  This deserves further investigation. 

However, it has been found that most consumers and those in the seller role believe that 

long-term ratings are more important.  Interestingly, sellers with strong long-term ratings 

were given more leeway by respondents.  Some noted that “perhaps the seller is just having a 

bad month” and “I still trust them because they’ve shown that they can perform in the long 

run.”  Univariate tests indicated a significant difference between the prices attached to sellers 

with positive year scores versus those with positive 30 day scores.  This indicates that the 

relationship between price and reputation is moderated by whether the reputation is positive 

in the long term or the short term, with sellers that boast long-term positive scores in a 

position where they can command a higher price. 
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As expected both buyers and sellers used the reputation scores in their judgments of price 

and trust, this is consistent with previous research concerning the impact of reputation on 

price and trust (Ba & Pavlou, 2002; Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000; Bruce et al., 2004; Adler, 

2001).  However this research shows that long-term reputation scores impact trust and price 

in a stronger fashion than short-term scores. 

While it was found that sellers who have positive year ratings can command higher prices 

and convey greater trust than those with positive 30 day ratings, there are significant 

differences among those in the buyer role and those in the seller role.  There is support for 

the notion sellers believe they can charge more than consumers are willing to pay, and in the 

case of year reputation scores, sellers believe that consumers will trust them more than 

consumers actually do.  This is consistent with knowledge calibration research since most 

calibration research finds overconfidence (Keren, 1991; Harvey, Koehler, & Ayton, 1997; 

Koehler & Harvey, 1997).  The finding that the levels of overconfidence of sellers are 

between 4.2 and 13.25% is consistent with the findings of previous calibration research 

which notes overconfidence up to levels of 15% (Alba & Hutchinson, 2000).  This shows 

that because of this miscalibration, sellers are likely to attempt to charge higher prices then 

consumers. Due to the fact that sellers are operating in a competitive market which is not an 

environment which gives them all of the information needed to recalibrate their price levels, 

it is likely that at least some sellers will continue to be miscalibrated and will thus still charge 

higher prices.  This assertion is consistent with the fact that calibration does not improve over 

time (Glenberg & Epstein, 1985), thus indicating it is a significant driver of price dispersion. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 
 

Summary of Findings  
 
The extensive body of work concerning online price dispersion has yielded numerous 

meaningful insights.  This research extends those findings through application to online 

marketplaces.  It has been well established that there is significant price dispersion on the 

Internet (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000; Ancarani & Shankar, 2004) as well as in shop-bot 

markets (Smith & Brynjolfsson, 2001; Clay et al., 2002).  A key source of this dispersion on 

shop-bots is the presence of bait and switch as well as obfuscation (Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  

These tactics appear absent from online marketplaces, however, price dispersion is still 

prevalent.  There was also partial support for the notion that prices and price dispersion may 

be lower in online marketplaces than on shop-bot markets.   

The second essay of this dissertation explains this dispersion through seller factors.  Seller 

factors have been used to explain variation in price in previous studies (Bayliss & Perloff, 

2002; Pan et al., 2003), however there have been assertions that seller factors and specifically 

service factors are having a diminishing role in explaining price dispersion across the web 

(Pan et al., 2009).  The findings in this study indicate that seller factors can explain about 

40% of the variation in price in online marketplaces.  This is much higher than what was 

found in previous research and is consistent with the notion that service differentiation can 

yield price premiums in online markets as was expected (Varian, 1998).  Specifically it 

appears as though reputation scores, number of customer ratings, level of firm specialization, 

the number of products a seller offers, additional customer service and the presence of return 
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policies are associated with price dispersion in online marketplaces.  Concerning the view of 

service differentiation, the results appear mixed.  Firms who offer additional customer 

service and return policies do seem to be charging higher prices, and this is consistent with 

service differentiation.  However, a the key measure of service, reputation scores are 

generally associated with lower prices, which is more consistent with a price discrimination 

perspective where sellers seek to take advantage of buyer search costs (Bayliss & Perloff, 

2002).  Hence, there can be no clear determination as to whether price dispersion in online 

marketplaces is due to price discrimination or price premiums, however it is clear that service 

and in general seller factors do explain part of the variation the price variation found.  

Study 3 analyzed various dimensions of seller reputation on price dispersion and also adds a 

seller perspective.  Concerning the impact of seller reputation scores, it has been found that 

they have a much greater impact on consumer choice.  Hence, sellers in these marketplaces 

should strive to keep their long term reputation scores high.  In the experiment, short-term 

scores seemed to have a relatively small effect, however the effect could be more profound if 

these scores are especially low. 

Concerning buyer and seller differences, it has become very obvious that sellers are 

somewhat poorly tuned to consumer beliefs.  Sellers want to charge a higher price for their 

offerings than consumers are willing to pay and there is some support showing that they 

believe consumers will trust them more than they actually do.  This lack of calibration could 

be a factor which is contributing to price dispersion in online marketplaces.  Table 5.1 below 

offers a summary of the findings from this dissertation: 
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Table 5.1 Summary of Hypotheses and Results – All Studies 
 

Hypothesis Supported? 

Study 1  

Hypothesis 1: Price dispersion is higher on shop-bot 
websites than on Online Marketplaces Partially Supported 

Hypothesis 2:Average prices are higher on shop-bot 
websites than on online marketplaces Partially Supported 

Study 2  

Hypothesis 3a: Reputation scores will have a positive 
effect on price dispersion Supported*** 

Hypothesis 3b: The number of customer ratings a 
seller has will have a positive effect on price dispersion Supported*** 

Hypothesis 3c: The presence of a brand logo will have 
a positive effect on price dispersion Not Supported 

Hypothesis 3d: Being designated as an Amazon.com 
Preferred seller will have a positive effect on price 
dispersion Not Supported 

Hypothesis 4a: Level of firm specialization will have a 
positive effect on price dispersion Supported* 
Hypothesis 4b: The number of products offered for 
sale by a retailer will have a positive effect on price 
dispersion Supported*** 

Hypothesis 5a: The presence of additional customer 
service will have a positive effect on price dispersion Supported** 

Hypothesis 5b: Processing time will have a positive 
effect on price dispersion Not Supported 

     *p<.05 
     **p<.01 
     ***p<.001 
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Table 5.1 Summary of Hypotheses and Results (Continued) 
 

      *p<.05 
      **p<.01 
      ***p<.001 

Hypothesis Supported? 

Hypothesis 5c: The presence of a return policy will 
have a positive effect on price dispersion Supported** 

Hypothesis 5d: Restocking fees will have a positive 
effect on price dispersion Not Supported 

Study 3  

Hypothesis 6a: Consumers are more likely to choose 
to buy from a seller with high long-term reputation 
scores than from a seller with high short-term 
reputation scores. Supported*** 
Hypothesis 6b: Sellers believe that consumers are 
more likely to choose to buy from a seller with high 
long-term reputation scores than from a seller with 
high short-term reputation scores. Supported*** 
Hypothesis 7a: Consumers will trust sellers with high 
long-term reputation scores more than sellers with 
high short-term reputation scores Supported*** 
Hypothesis 7b: Consumers will be willing to pay a 
higher price from sellers with high long-term 
reputation scores than from sellers with high short-
term reputation scores Supported*** 
Hypothesis 8a: Sellers believe that consumers will 
trust sellers with high long-term reputation scores 
more than sellers with high short-term reputation 
scores Supported*** 
Hypothesis 8b: Sellers believe that consumers will be 
willing to pay a higher price from sellers with high 
long-term reputation scores than from sellers with 
high short-term reputation scores Supported*** 

Hypothesis 9a:  Based on feedback scores, sellers will 
believe consumers associate higher levels of trust with 
reputation scores than they actually do Partially Supported 

Hypothesis 9b:  Based on feedback scores, sellers 
believe that consumers will pay higher prices for an 
offering then they are actually willing to pay Supported** 
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Implications 

Study 1 has numerous implications for managers.  First and foremost, it offers managers 

insight into the different levels of dispersion found in each market.  It has been determined 

that overall prices and price dispersion may be lower in the Amazon.com Marketplace.  Bait 

and switch and obfuscation were found to be prevalent in shop-bot markets.  This is 

consistent with previous research (Harrington & Leahey, 2007; Haynes & Thompson, 2008; 

Ellison & Ellison, 2009).  The persistence of these tactics highlights their effectiveness.  

Managers of online retail operations should consider the fact that many of their competitors 

could be employing these measures, which could make fair competition very difficult.   

The presence of bait and switch as well as obfuscation has implications for consumers as 

well.  The fact that shop-bot consumers are not thoroughly searching while employing shop-

bots (Baye et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 2004) leads to a market conducive to price 

discrimination in these markets.  The fact that these tactics are not transferable to online 

marketplaces offers shop-bot based firms insight into steps that can be taken to reduce these 

tactics on their websites such as quality guarantees, fixed shipping prices, thorough 

reputation mechanisms, thorough product descriptions, and perhaps standardization of the 

buying process similar to Amazon.com.  If enacted, these measures could reduce the 

potential for price discrimination and foster markets with diminished price dispersion as well 

as lower prices. 

Study two shows the factors which are associated with higher prices on Amazon.com. It has 

been found that electronics specialists do in fact charge lower prices for their offerings, this 

finding is consistent with previous research (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002) and firms entering into 
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this market should consider the fact that they will compete with specialist firms who have the 

capability of offering lower prices.  

Additionally, it has been established that higher prices are associated with additional 

customer service and return policies.  This is highlights the service differentiation perspective 

where sellers with better service charge higher prices, and is consistent with shop-bot 

research (Smith & Brynjolfsson, 2001; Clay et al., 2002).  In general, this offers evidence 

that sellers in this marketplace could differentiate through better service and in turn, charge 

higher prices.  Managers should consider this possibility when entering this market. 

However, there are also additional factors that managers need to take under consideration.  

Firm logos, preferred seller designations, processing times and restocking fees appear to have 

no significant effect on price dispersion. Also, it should be noted that the general trend 

concerning reputation score and price is negative.  This is indicative of price discrimination 

and is consistent with previous online price dispersion research (Bayliss & Perloff, 2002; Pan 

et al., 2002; Pan et al., 2003; Ratchford et al., 2003).  While there is not enough evidence to 

fully support either a service differentiation or price discrimination perspective, the results do 

show the presence of high service, low price sellers who also boast strong reputations in 

these marketplaces.  Managers should consider this when they enter into these marketplaces.   

Study 3 offers numerous insights as well.  Despite the fact that there is a negative correlation 

between reputation score and price on the Amazon marketplace, there is compelling evidence 

which shows that consumers see real value in long-term reputation scores.  However, it has 

also been determined that the see relatively less value in short-term reputation scores.   The 

implications of this are discouraging from a consumer perspective.  Shapiro (1983) notes that 
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in markets that use reputation as a proxy for quality, firms could build up a strong reputation 

through offering higher quality, then dramatically cut quality while keeping the price at the 

same level to increase profits.  If these short-term scores were perceived as valuable by 

consumers, then they could serve as a check for this type of behavior.  However, it appears as 

though they carry little weight compared to long-term reputation scores, and there is the 

possibility that firms could reduce quality in the short-term to increase profit as Shapiro 

(1983) has indicated. 

Concerning the view of sellers, it appears as though they see value in long-term scores as 

well.  However, consistent with previous research concerning knowledge calibration, it has 

been found that sellers overestimate their ability in competitive situations (Cooper et al., 

1988) and that they are also overconfident in their evaluations (Keren, 1991). Despite the fact 

that consumers see value in long-term reputation scores, sellers should be cognizant of the 

fact that they may be overestimating this value and charging higher prices than consumers 

would feasibly pay. 

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

Concerning study 1, the products selected were only from the area of consumer electronics.  

Consumer electronics are widely researched in price dispersion literature (Baye et al., 2004a; 

Baye et al., 2004b; Grover et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2009; Akimoto & Takeda, 2009), however 

there are other categories that have been of interest to online price dispersion researchers 

such as travel ticket prices (Clemons et al., 2002), office supplies (Pan et al., 2002), and 

particularly books (Brynjolfsson & Smith, 2000; Clay et al., 2001).  In order to improve the 
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generalizeability of these results, future research should investigate the levels of price 

dispersion for books in online marketplaces and compare them with shop-bots.   

Concerning study 2, there are limitations concerning the products selected.  In order to obtain 

a high enough sample size while enabling efficient collection of data, only products with at 

least 40 sellers offering the product were selected.  It has been shown that the number of 

competitors in a market as well as a product’s popularity does have a positive effect on 

online price dispersion (Pan et al., 2009).  Hence, future research could specifically explore 

markets with low levels of competition or a diverse set of product markets with varying 

levels of competitors to determine the impact of market level factors. 

In study three, it was established that recent reputation scores are not as important as 

established scores.  However, neutral scores were not included in the survey analysis.  Now 

that it has been established that buyers and seller have a preference for certain types of scores 

based upon the ratio of positive to negative reviews, future research could further investigate 

the impact if any that neutral scores have on buyers and sellers. 

Additionally, while it has been determined that there is strong preference for year scores, 

there were a number of respondents who preferred sellers with strong recent scores.  This 

choice could not be explained using the descriptive variables collected, however future 

research should investigate what the characteristics of a buyer or seller that prefers short-term 

ratings are.   

Conclusion 

Overall, this research established the presence of dispersion in online marketplaces, 

explained much of this variation and offered a consumer and seller perspective of reactions to 
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reputation mechanisms.  This opens up a new avenue for research in price dispersion.  It has 

been established in previous research that prices have not converged on the web and that 

shop-bots do not lower price dispersion.  It has been found in this research online 

marketplaces may display lower dispersion than shop-bots. Further research concerning the 

nature of these marketplaces and how they create an environment which has the potential to 

decrease price dispersion is encouraged, as it could offer greater insights into how markets 

can induce greater price competition online, thus reducing overall prices and price dispersion.   
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1 – Buyer Survey 
 

Directions: 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our study on marketing decision making.   
Assume that you are planning on buying the camera shown below on the Internet.  You are 
currently evaluating online sellers of this product. 

                                            
 
The sellers of this product have been operating in an online marketplace in which customers 
are given the opportunity to rate sellers based on the customers’ experience with them.  
Customers can note if their experience with this seller was positive negative or neutral.  This 
feedback system also counts the number of customers who have done business with the seller 
over time.  Keep in mind that these reviews reflect the seller’s service quality (delivering the 
correct product, shipping on time, post sale customer service etc.)  and not the product they 
are offering.  Please read the following example, then move on to the next page of the survey.   
 
Example – Seller X 
 

Seller 
Feedback   

30 
days   

   1 
Year 

Positive  90% 85% 
Neutral  0% 0% 
Negative  10% 15% 
Number 
of 
Reviews  10 60 
 
In this example, Seller X has sold to a total of 60 customers in the past year.  85% of those 
customers noted they had a positive experience with the seller and 15% said they had a 
negative experience.  10 of these customers did business with the seller in the past 30 days.  
90% of them noted they had a positive experience with the seller and 10% noted they had a 
negative experience with the seller.   
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Now on to the survey.  Please read the following information and answer the questions 
below. Please note that both sellers are offering the same exact camera shown on page one. 
 
Seller 1 

Seller 
Feedback   

30 
days   

   1 
Year 

Positive  100% 90% 
Neutral  0% 0% 
Negative  0% 10% 
Number 
of 
Reviews  25 153 
 
Seller 2 

Seller 
Feedback   

30 
days   

   1 
Year 

Positive  90% 99% 
Neutral  0% 0% 
Negative  10% 1% 
Number of 
Reviews 25 153 

 
Which seller (Seller 1 or Seller 2) would you prefer to buy from?  ______ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On a scale of 1 to 10 (one being the lowest and ten being highest) how much do you trust 
seller 1? ____ 
Again on a scale of 1 to 10 (one being the lowest and ten being highest) how much do you 
trust seller 2? ____ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What influenced your choice of seller? 
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This camera sells for between $80 and $140 on various Internet retail stores. 
What is the highest price you would pay if you bought the camera from seller 1? ____ 
What is the highest price you would pay if you bought the camera from seller 2? ____ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How familiar are you with digital cameras? 
Very Unfamiliar___ Unfamiliar___ Somewhat  Unfamiliar ___  Neither Familiar nor 
Unfamiliar ___ 
Somewhat  Familiar ___  Familiar___ Very Familiar___ 
 
In general, how often do you view customer reviews of online sellers? 
Never____   Less than once a month____ Once a month____  Two to Four Times Per 
Month____ 
Five or more times per month____ 
 
How often do you buy products online? 
Never____   Less than once a month____ Once a month____  Two to Four Times Per 
Month____ 
Five or more times per month____ 
 
How often do you sell products online? 
Never____   Less than once a month____ Once a month____  Two to Four Times Per 
Month____ 
Five or more times per month____ 
 
How old are you? ___ 
What is your gender? _________ 
 How much time did you spend determining the price for the two sellers? ____________ 
 
 
 
 

What influenced your decision to pay this much? 
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Appendix 2 – Seller Survey 
 

Directions: 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our study on marketing decision making.   
Assume that you are a seller of products on the Internet and you are trying to sell the camera 
shown below.   

                                            
 
 You have been operating in an online marketplace in which customers are given the 
opportunity to rate sellers based on the customers’ experience with them.  Customers can 
note if their experience with a seller was positive, negative, or neutral.  This feedback system 
also counts the number of customers who have done business with the seller over time.  Keep 
in mind that these reviews reflect the seller’s service quality (delivering the correct product, 
shipping on time, post sale customer service etc.)  and not the product they are offering.  
Please read the following example, then move on to the next page of the survey.   
 
Example – Seller X 

Seller 
Feedback   

30 
days   

   1 
Year 

Positive  90% 85% 
Neutral  0% 0% 
Negative  10% 15% 
Number 
of 
Reviews  10 60 
 
In this example, Seller X has sold to a total of 60 customers in the past year.  85% of those 
customers noted they had a positive experience with the seller and 15% said they had a 
negative experience.  10 of these customers did business with the seller in the past 30 days.  
90% of them noted they had a positive experience with the seller and 10% noted they had a 
negative experience with the seller.   
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Now on to the survey.  Please read the following information and answer the questions 
below. Please note that both sellers are offering the same exact camera shown on page one. 
Seller 1 

Seller 
Feedback   

30 
days   

   1 
Year 

Positive  100% 90% 
Neutral  0% 0% 
Negative  0% 10% 
Number 
of 
Reviews  25 153 
 
Seller 2 

Seller 
Feedback   

30 
days   

   1 
Year 

Positive  90% 99% 
Neutral  0% 0% 
Negative  10% 1% 
Number of 
Reviews 25 153 

 
Do you think consumers would prefer to buy from seller 1 or seller 2?  ______ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you were seller 1, how much do you think consumers would trust you on a scale of 1 to 10 
(one being the lowest and ten being highest)?  ____ 
 
If you were seller 2, how much do you think consumers would trust you on a scale of 1 to 10 
(one being the lowest and ten being highest)?  ____ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As a seller, what do you think would influence the consumers’ choice of the selected seller 
(seller 1 or seller 2)? 
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This camera sells for between $80 and $140 on various Internet retail stores. 
If you were seller 1, what is the price you think you could charge consumers for this camera? 
____ 
If you were seller 2, what is the price you think you could charge consumers for this camera? 
____ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How familiar are you with digital cameras? 
Very Unfamiliar___ Unfamiliar___ Somewhat  Unfamiliar ___  Neither Familiar nor 
Unfamiliar ___ 
Somewhat  Familiar ___  Familiar___ Very Familiar___ 
 
In general, how often do you view customer reviews of online sellers? 
Never____   Less than once a month____ Once a month____  Two to Four Times Per 
Month____ 
Five or more times per month____ 
 
How often do you buy products online? 
Never____   Less than once a month____ Once a month____  Two to Four Times Per 
Month____ 
Five or more times per month____ 
 
How often do you sell products online? 
Never____   Less than once a month____ Once a month____  Two to Four Times Per 
Month____ 
Five or more times per month____ 
 
How old are you? ___ 
What is your gender? _________ 
 
 How much time did you spend determining the price for the two sellers? ____________ 
 
 
 

Why would you charge these prices as seller 1 and seller 2? 
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